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Foreword

This preliminary report is a reflection of what has been learned
over a three-year period during which stliff from Teachers College,
Columbia University provided formal training an careet education for
parents of handicapped children and youtti. This effort in parent
training is significant in several respecti. First, the training
was completed in close cooperation,with administrators, teachers,
clinical sLaff, and parents from a BOCES district. Over time, a sense
of communit; RS well as mutual respect and purpose evolved: Administra-.
tors, teachers, clinicians, Teachers College personnel, and parents all worked
together in accelerating the career development of handicapped pupils.
Second, the training project deionstrated that parents are ready and
willing to provide their handicapped children with career education
services that are planned and purposeful. Moreover, parents ire ready
and willing to seek out and to use training resources designed to facilitate
their roles as career educators-.

The suggestions and activities contained inthis report are organized'
to give some sense of the process behind the development and. maintenance
of a viable parent training program. Those who read this document and who
decide to implement parent training should be as attentive to this process
as to specific strategies or activities, for parent training. With this
caveat, the staff of the Training Parents in Career Education Project
invite you to join them in the effort to enhance the role of-parents as
joint partners with professionals in the education of the nation's youth.

Frances P. Connor
April 13, 1981



The Parent Training Project in Career Education

Introduction

_The impact of meaningful participation of parents in their handi-

capped childri..'s school programming is a forMidable one. Pt 94-142,

:Me Education for all Handicapped Children Act (1975), has certified

the right of parents to actively pursue their role as partners to -the

professionals in treatment insofar as parents or guardians are to be

consulted in all levels Of the decision-making process (Kirk & Gallagher,

1979).- Reviews by Bronfenbrenner (1975) and by Ryan (1974) attest to

the positive roles that parents can play by assertively involving them-

tr

selves in the program for their children. Moreover, experimental

evidence is cited which demonstrates that parents can positively

2.

influence the development of their children through reaching them at

home (Turnbull & Turnbull, 1978).

The emergence, since 1971, of career education as a key elonent in

a comprehensive educational plan for children and youth is recognized

(Brolin & Kokaska, 1979; Hoyt, 1975; Marland, 1971). Brolin and Kokaska

(1979) see career education as a means of making educational efforts more

meaningful and relevant to the type of preparation individuals will

need for living and working successfully in their communicies.

Parents of the handicapped often question the relevance of career

education as a focus for curriculum in the elementary or intermediate

school program. The frequency of the,response, "My child is not ready

for career education; he/she is only 5, or 6, or 8, or 14," reflects a

prevtlent misinterpretation among Parents in regard to the broae scope

,
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of the career education concept. That career education is a curricular

approach to education in which a holistic focus to the eduCational and

developmental needs of the handicapped child prevails (see Figure 2).

Although a significant vocational preparation/education component may

play, in many instances, an important part in a child's individualized

education program, for many children it may be inappropriate.

"Career education" addresses "work," not from the perspective of

the traditional Protestant work ethic.in which the value of woiking and

earning a living is presuMed, but rather as a basic human need to achieve

(Hoyt, 1975). According to Hoyt (1975), "work is conscious effort,

ot'ner than that involved in activities whose primary purpose is either

coping or relaxing, aimedat producing benefits for oneself and/or for

oneself and others." One critical implication of Hoyt's statement is

that work for the handicapped child is as important as it is for the non

handicapped individual, even if it ultimately maY not result in paid

employment. Consequently an exceptional youngster can learn about and

prepare to work in his/her elementary school years, if not sooner, and

thus experience productivity and achievement.

Education, generically defined by Hoyt, is "the totality of

experiences through which one learns" (1975, p. 3); career education,

according to Hoyt, "is the totality of experiences through which one

learns about and is prepared to engage in work as part of her/his way

of living" (p. 4). Career education, consequently, is a developmental

concept initiated in early childhood and continued into the retirement

years. Within this construct, .schools are only one of the many

theatres in which career education occurs. As such, the expertise

*
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required for implementin? career education exists in many parts of

society, especially in the home, and it is certainly not limited to

those employed in the formal education process.

4
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:caticn

11( Focuses on paid and unpaid work
(e.g., volunteer, leisure and
recreation, homemaking)

Emphasizes general career skills

Promotes cognitive, affective,
and psychomotor skill develop-
men:

Meets the needs of the
learners

Is a system-wide effort, not
specific courses or an instruc-

tional Orogram

,Is taught all educators

Focuses on all instructional
programs at all levels of
education

Involves family, agencies,
and business/industry

Vocational Education

Focuses on paid work (although
unpaid work is referred to in

the Vocational Education Amendments)

Emphasizes occupational preparation

Promotes psychomotor skills for
entry into occupational society

Meets the needs of the labor
Market

Is defined in terms of courses
and is an instrdctional pro-

gram

Is generally taught by voca-
tional educators

Focuses on the secondary And
post-secondary levels

Involves primarily business/
industry

Figure 1. Some Differences between Career Education and Vocational

Education. d

Note. From Brolin, D. E. & Kokaska, C. J. Career`education for handicapped

children and youth. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing

Company, 1979.
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Parents implicitly and explicitly influence thei children's

successful negotiation of the world beyond school. Within this context,

they directly and/or indirectly affect their youngster's approach to an

extensive variety of roles. Through various actions, attftudes, values

and habits parents cue their children to the attractiveness, or'its absence,

of certain roles within one's life. However, less is known about the

direction and intensity of career-oriented interactions between parents

and their handicapped .children and youth.. Conseqiiently, it is the

position of these authors that exceptional students should receive exposure,

information, and interaction in regard to the full variety of productive

activities that characterize work roles at all stages in the -continuum

of career development.

The implications of this position for parent training programs are

many. Thus, any system-wide career development program must prepare

individuals who, upon leaving school, are:

.competent in the basic academic skills required for adaptability
in our rapidly changing society, -

.equipped with good work habits,,/

.capable of choosing and who have chosen a personally meaningful
set of work values that foster in them a desire to work,
.equipped with career decision-making skills, job-hunting skills,

and job-getting skills,
.equipped with vocational/personal skills at a level that will
allow them to gain entry into and attain a degree of success in

the occupational society,
.equipped with career decisions based on the widest possible set
of data concerning themselves and their educational-vocational

opportunities,
.aware of means available to them for continuing and recurrent
education onde they have left the formal systemof schooling,
.successful in being placed in a paid occupation, in further
education, or in a vocation consistent with their current

career education, and
.successful in.incorporating work values into their total personal
value structure in such a way that they are able to choose what,
for them, is a desirable liiestyle (Hoyt, 1975, p. 11).
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These career compe:encies are translated into measurable and meaning

ful goals and strategies within the schools via the individualized education

prOgrzm (IEP). However, to maximize parents' efforts in helping their

children sustain successful school experiences and in enhancing their

youngster's cAieer development, schools need to provide parents with

mdre information. Career education)goals are best realized when communica

tion between the informed parent and the school is clear and precise,

and methods and strategies for ikplementation can be conducted both in

the schools and in the homes. In .this manner, consistency of effort and

mutuar reinforcement can be attained in order to achieve mutual goals.

Parents of handicapped students must embrace an expanded career

education role in which they are recognized as primary providers of

career education serviceto their children in cdnjunction with (not

apart from) the ongoing schoolbased career education program. Parents

exert a powerful influence on the lives of their handicapped children.

Peripheral and incidental involvement on the parents' part inadvertently

will shape their children's career development, but also may preclude

their children's progress in achieving positive and realistic career

education objectives. In view of this, educators are confronted by a

compelling reality that mandates that special education parents should
r,

not only play more dynamic And vital career education roles, but that they

should be provided with the competencies needed to function well in such

expanded roles.

It'is the position of the authors that parents are needed to and

are willing to assume new, expanded roles in the education of their

handicapped children. To achieve that long term goal, however, schools
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must .7reanize e-.J. implement systematic competency-based training programs

for them in areas in which they can develop expertise. Career education

is a primary area for consideration. Since the parent role proposed by

this project is a complex one that demands specific skills and abilities,

such training should be_carefully and cooperatively planned and'ahould be

of such a duration and character that it unerringly prepares parents for

their assigned career education tasks.

In.order to function adequately in this expanded role, parents will

require the following competencies:

.Ability to set a viable vocational model fen.,
r
their exceptional

children.
%Skill in conveying to their children the realities of students'
vocational resources and limitations as well as those of the
world of work.
.Competence in pro\iding parent guidance that will be accepted
by the child and that will contribute to his/her vocational
development.

.A broadened knowledge of occupational opportunities, particularly
in relation to various handicapping conditions.
.An awareness of school and parent objectives for the career
education of handicapped students.and an ability to help to
shape programs designed to attain these objectives.
.Skill in relating children's:capabilities to,dareer
opportunities and demands.
.Techniques for reinforcing positive student responses in the
career education area and extinguishing negative ones.
.Skill in mobilizing home and community resources for career
planning and program implementation.
..7ompetency in serving as an advocate for tns child in his'
.career development, ndt only in the home a d the community
but at school, as well.
.Initial skill in assessing and understanding\student potential_
for a career and for eAployment.

.Paraprofessional skill: in job development and jsdb pladement.

.Competence for serving as a resource person forthis/her exception-
al children.
.Techniques for,acting as a prime mover for the eablishment,
implementation, and maintenance of meaningful career education
programs for the handicapped child in the school and, the
Community:

4.
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.Skill as an intervener for the exceptional hi1d in relation
to health, community service, and rehabilitation agencies that
are linked to the schoo. in providing career educaticn services.
.Competence as an organizer and developer of supplementary and
supportive services that enrich the schools' career education
program for handicapped students.
. Skill as a career education intervener with parents of other
exceptional students who cannot or wIll not play positive
roles in their children's career development proceSs.
. In instances in which this is essential, skill in provid
selected career education services to other students (un er
professional supervision) when parent surrogates are required.

When the,project began during the summer of 197E, both long-range

and short-range 'goals were identified. Long-range goals are: .

(1) To establish a pattern of career education service featuring

augmented parent training and involvement that will be maintained at the

v:aining
site and elsewhere after the funded project has terminated;

(2) To disseminate the resultant parent training model to communities

and agencies throughout the United States and to promote its utiliifttdon

in at least 10-20 such communities prior to or shortly after the termina-

tion of the project; and,

(3) To lay a foundation and establish a precedent for parent training

and pazticipation in nonvocational phases of special education (sUch as

student socialization, self-care, academic performance, skills of daily _

living, recreation, and physical and social independence) that will use

the projectmodel for program planning and implementation.

Short-range goals are:

(1) To enrich career-education programs for handicapped children

through the adoption and impleientation of a training model which prepares

parents to assume more responsible and dynamic career education roles;

7
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(2) T: augment parent satisfaction, contributions, and cooperation

wilh career education programs for handicapped students and with parent

training; and to enhance parent participation in such programs;

(3) To evolve a parent training model in career education that is

exportable to other communities and agencies; and

(4) To foster accelerated progress among,handicapped students toward

vocational maturity in conjunction with steppedup parent competency in

delivering specified career education services.

In addition, annual workshop objectives for desired parent outcomes

were stated. They are:

(1) To acquaint parents with career education concepts and practices;

(2) To enrich career education practices for handicapped students;

(3) To enable parents to undertake a wide range of career education

activities;

(4) To foster accelerated progress among handicapped students toward

vocational maturity;

(5) To be on the way towards making optimum use of parents as resources;

(6) To develop a career education model that-encouragest,and maximizes

parent contributions to the career development of their children;

(7) To enable parents" to train other parents in the career education

services they can provide for their children; and

(8) To develop a parent training model in career education that is

exportable to other agencies and communities.

Figure 2 was used to give parents a broad view of the aims of the

project. It made visible the goals targeted for the life of the project

and beyond. It serves to explain the relevance of some topics presented in
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the workshop3. (A number of participating parents equate( career develop-

ment only with how to get a job; they did not know that such concepts As

'values, interests, and decision-making are important ingredients of any

career.)

The Training Parents in Career Education Manual is an outline of the

parent training model developed through the project is well as a compila-

tion,of suggestions for practical application of the model. The training

model was developed by project staff in conjunction with admdnistrators,

parents, teachers, and students within a Board of Cooperative Educational

Services (BOCES) in New York State. The presentation herein is conceived

with the firm conviction that: (1) Parents are the primary and most

significant facilitators of the career development of their children; and,

(2) Skill in facilitating career development can be enhanced through

systematic planning and training.

The training manua reflects the evolution of the project over three

years. The final form of the project, as well as suggestions for continued

parent training in the area of career education, ultimately was shaped by

the following considerations:

.Parents should be helped to work with their children in a
systematic (not a spontaneous or casual) manner in the- career
education area.

.Parents should deliver certain career education services as
members of the school-home-community team (not as isolates
from it).
.Parents should deliver Certain career education interventions
because they are likely td have the greatest possible impact on
handicapped students (not because other team members allow
them to do by default) to do,so . . .

.Parents should tontribute the expertise that they already have
in the career education area by reason of their relationship
with the child and their own'training aod life experiences.
.Parents should assume policy and program development functions'
rather than serving bnly as now-and-then implementers of
professionally determined career education plans.



PERSONAL' JOB HISTORIES, VALUES, INTERESTS,

DECISION MAKING SKILLS

PARENT

PILOT

PROJECT

KNOWLEDGE OF PRINCIPLES OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT

KNOWLEDGE OF RESOURCES(e.g. occupations, business,

industry, public & priyate agencies)

Figure 2. The aims of the parent training project with projected impact.

Note. Adapted from Rotter, J.C. 4 Mahrer, D. Career education: The seed teinn

concept. Vocational Guidance Quarterly, 1978, 27(1), 22.
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YOUNGSTERS,

OTHER PARENTS,
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PROFESSIONAL GROUPS,

FRIENDS, RELATIVES.
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.Parents, in assuming this expanded role, should not only
deliver elec:.t.a career education 6.ervice to their own children
but, wherever feasible and desirable, should also do so toe,
handicapped children other than their own.
.Parents whz, develop and utilize career education skills will
be more effective than in the past in reducing the degree of
shelter experienced by their children in the course of broaden
ing their career horizons.

Use of this manual is recommended for administrators, teachers;

consultants, college teachers, guidance counselors, workshop coordinators,

and staff developers. To that end, it is urged that replication of the

project or its individual components as well-as adaptation of specific

activities be undertaken. Each activity \is described in detail, with

attention given to its practical application, within the final section of

the manual.

I

I

.,
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Administrative Factors and the Viability of_theprolect

The Network of Communication

The succ.490,of the project was greatly dependent upon mutual
\N,

cooperation between Teachers College and the Bpard of Cooperative'

Educational Services (BOCES). This cooperation was an outgrowth

of an effective network of communication. The network incruded

Teachers College faculty as well as BOCES administrators, teachers,

parents, and students.

The first step in building the network took laace when a repre-

sentative from Teachers College met with the superintendent of BOCES

in order to discuss the project. Subsequently, a group meeting was

scheduled with all'BOCES principals, the superintendent, and project

siaff attending. At this meeting, the project was introduced and

discussed in detail. Support for the project was expressed unanimously

by all principals. They then were asked to introduce this project to

their faculty and'to the parents of their pupils. The faculty of

each school was asked specifically to encourage the involvemgnt of

parents in the career education of their handicapped children, especially

by urging them to enroll in,the project. The faculty also was asked

to foster the involvement of parents by assigning homework which would

increase parent/child awareness of the career education components of

the school curriculum. It is important to note that a previous project

implemented throughout BOCES consisted of training teachers to

infuse career education into the classroom curriculum. This enabled

teachers to act as advocates for teaching career education concepts

I)
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which provided the information, self-awareness and social awareness

necessary for the career development of handicapped children through-

out the district. .

Principals also introduced this project to parents by meeting

with PTA executive boards. Principals requested that the PTA schedule

a special meeting for the purpose of introducing the project to the

entire parent populati n. Teachers College representatives attended these

meetings for the purpose of describing the project in detail.

Applications were distributed requesting that parents indicate their

preference for a workshop time and place, as well as their need fOr

transportation. Applications wero also sent to parents who were not

present at these special PTA meetings. A copy of the application form

is presented in Figure 3. '

The'first workshop was scheduled in each school after receiving

and considering the preferences indicated by applicants. Attendance

at workshops was reinforced by making phone calls to parents and by

sending home.a reminder notice prior to each workshop. Occasionally,

students participated in workshops by demonstrating their career educa-

tion skills. Student participation enhanced parent attendance. Dis-

tributing workshop notices to members.of the faculty also resulted in

having a number of teachers participate in workshops. Members of the

faculty who participated on a regular basis were usually those who

were making a concentrated effort to infuse career education into their

classroom curriculum.

The network of communication which contributed to the success of

the project now may be described by the following chart:

2 1 )



PARENTS IN CARHR EDUCAiION

B.C.C.E.S. OF NASSAU COUNTY
Division of Special Education

NAME:

ADDRESS:

16.

TEACHERS COLLEGE/COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Department of Special Education

APPLICATION FORM

TELEPHONE #: (Home)

I CAN A7TEND

I CAN ATTEND

I WILL

(Business)

MEETINGS: Mornings Afternoons 6enings

MEETINGS: Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Thursday Friday

/ WILL NOT

NAME OF SON OR DAUGHTER:

AGE OF SON OR DAUGHTER:

SCHOOL:

NEED TRANSPORTATION TO MEETINGS.

Figure 3. Application form for Project, "Parents in Career Education."

,N
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PARENTS
FACULTY

STUDENTS

NETWORk OF CONNUNICATION

SUPERINTENDENTS

PRINCIPALS

PARENTS
FACULTY

ISTUDENTS

PARENTS
FACULTY

STUDENTS

This network,of communicdtion reflects the process of introducing

and implementing a project- when thdt project is brought by an outside

agency (Teachers College) to another agency (BOCES). This

process may not hold when a project is "home grown," that is, not

initiated by an outside agency.

Administrative Style and Project Support

Support and understanding of the project began at the level of

superintendent. The BOCES superintendent already had encouraged

career education for'handicapped students; consequently, he was ready

tonsupport ttiO need for training parents of handicapped students in

career education. In addition, his commitment to involving parents
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. in tile educational proces_ (as per Pi. 94-142) enhanced his readiness to

train parents of the handicapped in the area of career education.

The support of the superintendent for the project positively

affected the degree of cooperation demonstrated by building principals.

All the BOCES principals expressed an enthusiastic and cooperative

attitude toward implementing the project. This project probably would

have met complete failure within a school where the principal's

attitude was uncooperative and/or lacking in enthusiasm. Eowever,*when

a principal is indeed enthusiastic and cooperative, his/her style and ,

ability to manage the communication network within his/her school can

affect directly the success of a project. Examples are as foAlows:'

1. This principal demonstrated an Enthusiastic attitude towards

implementation of the project and expressed this attitude to his parent

population as well-as to his faculty. Infusion of career education into

the school curriculum was also actively encouraged. This resulted in

several members of the faculty attending workshops on a,regular basis.

The cooperation of the principal was also reflected in his assignment

-6
of an assistant principal who actively engaged in each workshop. Thi'S

assistant principal also demonstrated a consistent attempt to encourage

parents to participate by sending reminder notices about workshops

and calling parents who were absent. It Must be noted that workshops

took place during the day as well as in the evening.

2. This principal did not attend the workshops and scheduled

workshops when other parent meetings were taking place simultaneously.

Attendance quickly declined to three or four parents. Future workshops

5
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took place ir the homes of these parents, since it was a small group
4

that did not include an administrator or faculty memlAr.

3. This principal was .nthusiastic and attended each workshop.

However, workshops were scheduled only during the night and were part

of PTA executive board meetings. Little attempt was made during the

first Year to inclu'de parents who were not members of the PTA executive

board. An attempt was made to include other parents during the second

year of the Project and indeed new parents attended. However the

original group of parents dropped out.

4. -This principal was very enthusiastic, but his management of the

communication process caused the project to fail after the second meet

ing. Infusion of career education into tne school curriculum was

limited and little attempt was made to involve the faculty in encouraging

parents to participate in the project. Workshop notices were sent

very early.and were not followed with reminder notices. Thus, great

opportunity was afforded interested parents to forget workshop dates.

Support from principals varied from passively to actively coopera

tive. The philosophy of the superintendent, as well as the style of

each principal, directly affected the viability of the project. All

principals expressed interest and an attitude of cooperation. However,

the passively cooperative principal provided little or no direct

support for the implementation of project goals ald activities in his/her

school. In contrast, actively cooperative principals personally

promoted parent understanding and interest in Participating in the project.

These principals also trained members of their staff to infuse career

education into the curriculum, and expected staff to encourage parents

to become teachers and advocates of career education for the handicapped.

t..
9

k
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In summary, two styles were reflected by principals. There were

those who gave active administrative support to implementing the project

and those who gave passive administrative support. Characteristics

associated with each style may be summarized as follows:

Actively Cooperative Administrator = Active Parents by

1. Motivating Staff,

Parents, and

Students

2. Atteriding workshops

3. Monitoring workshop atice distribution

4. Expecting career education to be infused into all aspects

of the curriculum

Passively Cooperative Administrator * Passive Parents by

1. Expecting others to motivate Staff,

Parents, and

Students

2. Scheduling workshops without personally attending

3. Failing to monitor workshop notice distribution

4. Assigning low priority to career education

Active Administrative Su II ort and Parent Involvement

The development of a successful parent training program'is facili-

tated by an administrative style which actively enCourages parents to

l

participate. -A well-established practice of affirmatively involving

cparents in the evelopment of other programs within the school is-help-
.

ful in successfully involving parents in new and innovative ventures.
44

This practice encouraged those parents participatiag in the project to:



(1) take on responsibility in project development;

(2) feel comfortable in identifying and expressing

their career/vocational.fears and concerns for their

children; and

(3) share their ideas for teaching career development skills

to their handicapped youngsters. ;

It was-found that school leaders whose aftinistrative style onb vaguely,

approximate6 this description fiequently involved parents on av eMirgency

basis. In these settings it ofte appeared that parents were "told"

about their youngsters' needs and what educators planned to do. Con
/

sequently, parents in these schools were reluctant to express their

concerns or to share their,ideas and techniques,, many of which had been

successful in training their youngsters at home. This type of administra

tive style hindered the successful development of an effective parent training

project. cIn contrast, it was found that schools with a successful project

were administered by assertive individuals who actively recruited

participants for the project. In addition,,these administrators monitored

the progress of the workshops and offered ongoing direction and:support.

Several examples of active administrative support follow. Figures 4, 5,

and 6.represent attempts to ensure Pegular attendance at parent training

workshops and reflect active administrative support. Figure 7 reflects

an administrator's commitment to the infusion of career education into .he

school curriculum. Figure 8 reflects the commitment both of administra

tors and teachers to the infusion of Career education and to the involve

mentof parents. Figure 9 describes in terms of input, process, and

outcolte the role of the cooperatively active administrator in facilitating

the success of.a parent training project offered by an outside agency.
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TO: ALL SOCIAL WOIXERS

FROM: MINISTRATION

DATE: CTOBER 27, 1978

Please me the,phone calls'we spoke about recrarding parents

who should.be urged to attend the Columbia University Train-

ing program. Attached is a list of parents who have alreAdy

signed up. Please let me know if you nted help making these'

calls. Parents should be told thaJthe first formal meeting

will take place on November 16th at 8 P.M. 'Ait will discuss

a more convenient meeting time.when we meet on- Nove er,16th.
P

Please submit new names to my secretary as soon a ossillit,

and no ,later than November 9th. A formal Meeting notice
I

must be sent to each parent one week prior to NoVgrilber

Figure 4. Memo in support of regular attendance at workshops.

"(
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Social T.'brkers

DATE: February 21, 19P11

Please note tha the following parents in yobr caseload have

shown an inter?st in a:tending Career Education Oorkshops for parents. Our

next workshop will take place co Thursday, FPbruary nth at 1:00 P.M. in the

front:conference room. Please call.the following parents to encourage then

to attend this workshop. These phone calls should be mademo later than

Tuesday af'.:ernoon.

4

Figure s. Memo in support of regular attendance at workshops.

.
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BOARb OF COOPERATIVE EDLCATIONAL SERVICE§c

Dear Parents:

OF COUNTY

DIVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

May-13, 1981

Please ba reinded that our mxt Career nducation 9orkshon

for parents uill take place an ilednesday, 'lay 14th at 100

However, Please note that parents Nho are unable to attend this

uceshop durinc the day are also encouraeled to attend the workshoo

being presented at the PTA meting which will take place tledhesday

evening, !!py 14th at 800 P."I.

Very k,ours,

t trs.

Assistant Principal

Figure 6. Letter in support of regular attendance at workshops.
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Cr4UtseNT

Intermediate Progra7

CLASSRDOM TEACHERS, LEAD TEACHER'S

FROM: 'A..7.7.STRATIDN

RE: C'AP,ZF. EDUCATION

.mt&

As per our recent module, meetings, please indicate your interst

in one of the following,approaches for Career Education:

** El Teen with Shop Teacher.

Develo; a curriculum related to a shop.

1:1 Utilizing the shop teacher as a consultanf..

I] Develop a general Career Ed curriculum as followi:

nn New York Times*

=General Awareness (applications, behavior, etc.)

T:2 Specific Awareness

Areas; C:1Auto Mechanics

=Aviation Industry

=I Banking

.1=1.Horticulturd

Cosmetology

- =Health Fields

=Other

* Those teachers interested in the New York Times Career Educa-

tion Curriculum should be prepared to meet with the Administration

and New YOrk Times representative on Monday, December 11, 'at 2:45

PM in the Front Conference room.

Please return this form to your Lead Teacher. All forms must be

submitted tn the Administration by Lead Teachers no later than

Thursday afternoon,
Decerber 7, 1978. This is necessary since

any necessary special scheduling will tke placa on ?1,..ase

note that the
Administration et.ects at least 2 interested teachmrs

from each mcd..::e.

Figure 7. Memo reflecting administrator's commitment to infusion of

career education into 'the schools currIculum.
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ARD OF COOPERATIVEEDUATIONAL SERVICES
OF COC.;-FY

DMSION-OF SPtCIAL EDUCATION

November 20, 1978.

Dear Parents:

The interests, skills and behavior shown by your child

at home should be considered when planning his Individualized

Tnstructional' P'an Ci.I.P.) . As a parent or guardian you .

are therefore a valuable source of nformation regarding

your child. To provide this information, please complete 'the

attached questionnaire
and return it to your child's.teacher

as soon as possible.

In addition, attached is a copy of a,survey recently

completed by your child. ?erhaps you might be interested in

'reviewing his responses in preparation for our November 29th

meeting.

Thank you for your cooperation in coMpleting the attached

questionnaire.

Very truly 'yours,

Assistant Principal

Jay , Career Ed. Teacher

Judith , Teacher

Figure 8. Letter and questionnaire reflecting commitment of

administrators and teachers to infusion of career education
and to parent involvement.(continued)
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ARD OF COOPERAME EDUCATIONAC SERVICES
27.

OF COUN'Tv

DIVISION OF SPECIAL, EDUCATION

PARENT QUEST:ONNA:RE - PAG17 J.

Does yo..:r child have a hobby or spo,"Al intAr..st?
If sc, please describe

What does your child usually do after school?

.

Does your child play with other children in the neighborhood?
If so, how many friends does he have?
'Iihat is their approximate age range?

Does your child go to the store alone?

Is he responsible for doing household jobs?

If so, describe the type of job(s)

Doas he do jobs around the neighborhood?

If so, please describe the type of jobs

s your child:
Talkative?

Quiet?

Argumentative?

Is there a job or task your child can complete without assistance?

Please describe

. Doe he/she tasily follow your verbal instructions?

Do you frequently repeat statements?

Does he/she frequentlyask questions?

Is he/she particularly curious about something? If so, please explain

Does your child get an allowance? If so, how much per week?

Figure 8. Continued. '- 3'2



F COOPERATI E EDLCAT ONAL SERVICES
OF COUNTY

DIVISION OF S?E0AL EDUCATIO\

QUES:IDNNA:F? - ?ACT' /

!te/she understand the vae 'Df each coin cr bill?

:-.e/she make change' of a dt,Llar?

00e5 your child frequently look through or read books, magazines,

0: :he newspaper?

Hcv much time does your child spend each day watching television

. WEEKDAYS

WEEKEND

List his/her favorite programs:

Es his/her behavior difficult to manage at home? Is so, please

rlescribe

What means of discipline have you found tO be most successful?

Es,there a reward he/she finds most pleasing? Please describe

liow does your child feel about coming to school?

N'hat suggestions would you like to make for your child's program.

28.



INPUT

IntrodUcing project.

Recruiting Parents and Staff

Increasing. and'Haintaining Regular Attendance

t) 4

Sa

Figure 9. lte role of the coopc

MN/ IF

..YRKEss

1. Principal inforas PTA president of project
and need le Wet with the PTA executive
hoard.

2. Principal makes curtain thnt project stnff
can attend meeting.

3. Project staff introduced to the PTA executive
board. Presehtation made regarding project.
Pate set for pTesentation to be made at a

school-wide PTA meeting.
4. Teachers are nsked to Wake an extra effort

to Attend PTA meeting in order to encourage
wArents,to apply for participation in project.

S. Principal makes certain parent npnlication
foras are available.

6. Principal asks custodians to set up meeting

TOON.
7. Principal has PTA president introduce project

staff. Principal reinforces need for project.
R. Applications art nailed to parents who did

not attend PTA meeting.
9. Teachers are asked to entourage students In

reminding their parents to return pplications.
IO. Principal sends second application form to

each parent who did not return application.
II. Principal collects applications and hns

secretary tally preferences for time, date.
and location for first workshnp.

12. Principal contacts project staff to discuss
arrangesents for first workshop.

13. Principal sends notice to ell parents announcing
the date, time, Alla locatiaOf the first
workshop.

14. Principal notifies custodian tu set up roma

for workshop.
IS. Principal arranges for refreshments to he

provided by students working In the food-trades

cluster.
16. Principal informs staff of workshop.
17. Principal hns students take home-reminder

notices.
IA. After first workshop, principal has teachers

and social workers telephone.parents who had
applied, lust did not attend. They encourage

parents to attend the next workshop nnd
determine If phseece was due to lack el
transintrtation. time, place, etc.

ratively active principal in facilitating project sue

OUTPUT

PrinCipal gains the rooperation of ehe Pta
president who helps tecrnit parents an4

personally attends nil worksheps.

Nest members of the executive hoard are
regniar participants.

Teacher attendance nt workshops inereases
by 50%.

Mailing applications, rather than sending them
hone with students. ensures receipt by parents.

Applications to project increase hy

Attendance increases by S%; sone parents decide
to attend, nithough they had not applied.

A warm and friendly atmosphere is created.

Several members of the schnol staff Attend
workshops on a regular hash'.
Attendance of:original applicants meintnined;
periodically, new participants brought in.

is. Continued

f) J
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INPUT

Increasing and Haintnining Regular Attendnnce

(continued) -

Reinforcing Project Coals

PROCESS

19. Car pools are arranged fnr parents who nre

unable to attend due to lack nt

transportatiou.
O. Principal schedules an evening activity for

students mhos. parent% nee unahle to attend

Went's.% of difficulty in %vowing a
bahrtitter. (Project pays for ctnff to

supervise.)
21. Principal develops a phone chain list to use

In Cann a Workshop IS cancelled doe to
serious weather conditions.

22. Principal conduels workshop if project staff

are ill.
23. Principal provides on-going encouragement to

teachers in providing carder-oriented
homework assignments. especially requiring

parent involvement. ,

24.0 duration proframm Implemented-In

school by principal on nn on-going basis.

23. Principal follow% shove process in
preparation for nery workshop.

Parents are hnppy to car pool; reIntionships are
established which serve to rinforce regular

attendance at workshopn.
Stoilents encourage parents 1u attend work..hnp%

heemece they en1uy the evening activitiv...

N%

IttfuNiatt of career education at cfsmcroom level

Int-traced.
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0

The School Staff and Project Support

It already has been suggested that attendance by administrators

ind school staff at workshops contributes to tacreased parent interest

and attendance. However, there seem to be additiaaal benefits accruing

from workshop attendance by school personnel. Mese benefits reach the

students of the school, their parents, and--indirectly, through increased

parent attendance=-the project itself.

By attending project workshops, school personnel were motivated to

develop their own career education skills. ^ Through their involvement

in training parents, school personnel were also trained to function more

efficiently as members of a career education team. This staff training

was facilitated, in one case, by an administrator whose educational

philosophy encompassed the need for career education. This administra-

tor encouraged staff to develop various approaches to the infusion of .

career education into the school curriculum. This resulted in classroom

and occupati9nal education teachers jointly teaching career develoPment

as an integral part of their program. Math and readings skills were

iaught in relation to elements of career education. Occupational skills

were taught as part of the continuum of career development. Under the

direction of a second principal, a psychologist provided career aware-

ness counseling to students 13 to 15 years of age. ab placement also

took place throughout the school as a prerequisite to the community-based,

work-experience program offered to older students at the secondary level.

Working papers and social securitY cards were also processed for students

as young as 12; this enabled some students to become responsible for the

delivery of newspapers in their community.

38
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This emphasis put on career education by administrators and teachers

fostered an awareness of career education concepts among parents. As

a result, parents were ready for and interested in traifiing aimed at

helping them with their role as teachers of career development in the.-

home.

Parent Participation

Five to ten percent of a school's parents who were actively encouraged

by the principal and members of the staff to participate in the career

education parent workshops attended at least one workshop. Continued

participation was based, in part, upon the support given by the principal

and members of the school staff. Making phone calls and sending reminder

notices are examples of this support. However, the participation of

parents also varied in relation to the age and to the degree of handi-

capping condition of their handicapped youngsters. This variation in

parent participation May be described as follows:

Elementary _School - The majority of parents who participated in

monthly workshops had children who reflected

ci

the full range from midlysto.severely handi-

capped. They also tended to be parents of

children who were abtut to graduate to a new

school.

Intermediate- - The majority ok parents who participated in
,

Junior High monthly workshops had youngsters who were
/

School moderately to severely handicapped. Also::

many were about to graduate to a new school.



Hie: School - The majority of parents who participWed in

-monthly-workshops-hadteenagars-who-wera----

severely handicapped.

Parents with severely handicapped youngsters maintained a more

consistent level of partioipation in career education workshops. The

participation of parents with less handicapped youngsters.waned in

relation to the increasing age of the youngsters. Apparently, parents

became less concer-.ed about the ability of their udldly handicapped

youngsters to lead independent adult lives as those youngster's became

, older; thus, they seemed less interested in providing career education

for these youngsters. _It also seemmd that impending graduation to a

-33.

new school Taised parents' anxieties regarding futures for their children-'-

especially for moderately to severely handicapped children. These

parents were quite ready to engage in training-aimed at enhancins,their

roles aa career educators fof their.own handicapPed children.

In addition to age and severity level of children, several other

factors exerted some influence over parent attendance at workshops.

These factors are:

1. Administrative support, which includes reminder notices of

workshops, phone calls to parents who are absent, presence

of administrator at workshop.

2. Time of workshops: Fathers and working mothers attend .

workshops in the evening.

3. Total amount of time required foryarticipation (usually

one and one-half hours per month).

4. Mothers returning to work most frequently begins during the

intermediate/junior high school years of their children.

4
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However, mothers' decision to return to-work appears to be

relatea to the severity of their youngsters' handicapping

condltiOn.

5. Attitude of parents toward their handicipped youngsters:

Few parents kho deny their youngsters' handicapping condition

attend workshops. However, some parenti who participate either

underestimate or overestimate their youngsters' ability.

6. Relevance of training activities to the here and now:

Some parents want aciivities.recommended for home use which

will lead to instant change in their youngsters.', These

parents will drop out unless convinced of the potency of a

'process orientation to career development.

7. The development of a social network which continues,to operate

outside of the workshops for participating parents: Various

parent:networks were established inolhe course of training.

Factors which seem to be related to parent membership in a

particular network are: a.) the specific handicapping coAdition

of the youngster, b.) the socioeConomic status of the parent,

and c.) the perceived emotional stability of the parent.

Student Participation

, Students were invited to participate in several workshops. This

gave the staff as well as parents the opportunity to demonstrate various

career education activities useful in teaching students at home. However,

direct involvement of staff with students was not a goal of the project.

Some student participation was necessary in order to demonstrate techniques

with their youngsters at home.

4
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The Parent Trainin2 Curriculum

The parent curriculum includes two phases: preservice training

in career education and internship in career education. Each phase is

completed in one academic year. The preservice training is accomplished

utilizing a workshop format. Workshops are conducted once monthly at

the convenience of parents. Training activities are planned and realized

through the joint effort of projeCt staff, BOCES staff4 and parents. The

internship is sponsored by'BOCES.schools and, offers parents the opportunity

to function in avariety of career education roles within, the school. Day-

to-day supervisIOn-of parent interns is provided by BQCES staff with back-

up from project staff.

The project has involved two groups of 50 parents over a period of

three years. The parents have children attending the schools'of a

BOCES district in New York Stite. The children of these parents represent

the full range of handicapping conditions both in respect to severity

and specific disability. Over the three years, the two parent groups were

involved in curricular cycles:

Year One Year Two Year Three

Preservice training
for parent
group 1

Internship for Internship for
parent group 1 pirent group 2

Preservice for Continuing service
parent group 2 for parent group 1

The Structure of Parent Workshops

Project staff, in consultation with school personnel and parents,

decided on a three-part format in structuting parent workshops. A short

0

presentation by project staff would be followed by a group activity, and,
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then, by zr3..;; dis-ussior. It was decided to keep formal staff presenta-

tions to no more than 20 minutes each meeting. An extended lecture format

was judged inappropriate for parent training since it failed to encourage

the'active involvement of parents as career educators. Project staff

judged activity groups as more suitable to train parents to become competent

and active in career education. Group activities were-planned to highlight

information provided Within the staff presentations and to help parents

develop skills in interpersonal communication. Discussion following staff

presentations and the group activities proved to be of utmost iMportasce

in fostering interaction among the parents wittp an atmosphere of trust

and acceptance. The discussion group has been an effective means of

satisfying a strong parent need to communicate with others who have shared

similiar experiences.

Following is a list of specific strategies which have been employed

to involve parents in the content of the various workshops.

Role-Plaving

This strategy has been employed as an opportunity for the parents to

explon: with each other career education concepts through simulated

experiences. Rol6;playing activities are followed by debriefing, whereby

problems implicit in the role-playing situation are identified. It has

been effective to have the role players assume the roles once again after

the debriefing.

Values Clarification

The value clarification process is that through which the parent

participants can identify those specific values,which have been operational

in their own behavior--especially in relation to career decisions. Values
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activities have been employed with individual parents, dyads, small groups,

and large vo...:ps of parents; these activities are potent in defining the

relationship be:ween values and decision malUng vis 1 vis career choices.

Hands-On ACtivities

Parents have been provided with specific activities to conduct at

home with their own children. These activities have been designed to

provide practice for 'parents in working within each of the eight elements

of career education: self awareness, educational awareness, career

awareness, economic awareness, decisian making, beginning competency,

employability skills, attitudes.and appreciations.

Guest Speakers

Guest speakers from the community have been invited to the workshops

to offer expertise in a particular area and/or an unique perspective to

topics of interest to the parents.

Media

Films and videotapes have been employed as an alternative means of

presenting specific information on a topic.

Information Gatherinv

To promote active participation by parents, it has been effective

to employ parents as information gatherers both within the parent group

and within the community. Specific information gathering activities

include interviews, identification of community resources (both people

and materials), review of available materials, and site visits. Once

gathered, information is presented to the total group.

Brainstorming

Brainstorming is an effective approach which encourages parents to

be creative and to generate alternative solutions to problems. During
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brainstorming. evaluation is eliminated; the non-judgmental condition in

brainstorming encourages parents to build on the ideas of others.

Brainstorming may involve the entire group functioning as individuals or

part of the group furictiOning as a panel before the rest.of the group.

Once creative solutions are generated by brainstorming, parents work

together i- identifying the moSt promising solutions.

Decision-Making/Problem-Solving Activities

This particular strategy requires parents to work in teams to arrive

at a consensus about an issue under discussion. This strategy helps

develop Skills in interpersonal communication and collective bargaining.

Activity Groups

Parents have worked as teams on a variety of projects related to

4
specific topics presented in the workshops. The activity groups have

been an effective means of exploring topics in depth and of providing

i4gipportunities for parents to work together outside of the actual work-

shops.

The Content of the Preservice Training Curriculum
.41

The content of the training curriculum was developed in reference to

several factors: At the beginning of the project, staff "brainstormed"

concepts in career education that they judged essential to the parents'

functioning as career education interns. These concepts were organized

under the categories "information," "self-awareness," and "social

awareness," Identified cancepts are as follows:

Information

1. Carear development over the life span

2. Career education
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3. C.777.nuniry services

4. Evaluating inteyests

5. Evaluating job skills

6. Personal/social career skills

7. What training does my youngster need and where is it available?

Self-Awareness

1. The many roles of parents

2. How a career "happens": decision making

3. How jobs are secured, kept, lost

4. How interests, work, and leisure interrelate

5. Career satisfactions: Intrinsic, extrinsic, concommitant

6. How do I see my youngster?

7. How do others see him/her?

Social Awareness

1. Helping relationships

2. I am not alone: parents and networking

3. How can I help other handicapved youngsters and their parents?

4. How can others help me?

5." How can / help create careers for the handicapped?

In autumn, 1978, a multiple-choice test was administered to parents

in order to assess entry-level knowledge of concepts listed under "Infor-

mation" above. Results of the test administration provided project staff

with valuable information in emphasizing or deemphasizing certain concepts

within the curriculum. It became evident that from 10% to 20% of the

parents thought that "interests indicate what an individual will succeed

in" or "what an individual knows most about" (question 5). Parents were

4 G
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not sure t: whor Sectioi; 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 pertained

(question 3). The term "intrinsic career satisfaction" was unfamiliar to

50% of the respondents (question 6); they thought it means "working from

9 to 5" or they did not answer the question. Sixty percent believed that

"values clarification" means either "finding out what something costs"

or "being sure one has not overpaid for an item or service" (question 17).

There was uncertainty about the correct answer to question 14 "pre-

vocational preparation means..." and question 20, "'vocational career

education assists people to..." It is interesting to note that all

respondents answered correctly questions 11 and 13; they knew what the

best response would be to: "If your daughter said to you, 'I want to

work in Alaska to repair the pipeline" and what to find out: "to determine

whether or not a private trade school is as good as its advertising..."

A copy of the multiple-choice test is presented in Figure 10.

The content of the curriculum was also sensitive to feedback from

the parents. After each workshop, parents provided staff with a formal

evaluation of the workshop. In part, the evaluation process allowed parents

to ask for content that they felt was important to their training. Parents

could also use the evaluation process to suggest changes in the workshop

structure. Not only did this parent feedback help project staff address

themselvLi to the needs of the group, but it also provided valuable

information in revising content and materials. A copy of the Evaluation

Form is presented in Figure 11.

I
0
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\Check only one answer for each question.)

ZDUCATION :S.
a. Ed..,:caor for a spec-inc s4oh. such as butcher

Eca:o fo: _ife s.s a all:lame.
c. Education to make a 1:fi and to make a livin
d. Education on how to-find a job

41.

7EE HANDICAPPED POP=ATIO7 IN NEW YORK STATE, 86 PERCENT ARE BETWEEN TEE AGES

OF.

a. 21 and 64 years
t. 13 and 25 years
c. 1 and 10 years
d. none of the above

3. Section 504 OF HE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 FERTAMS TO
a. Brain Injured Individuals
b. Handicapped Individuals of all ages
c. Handicapped Children from 1 to 14 years of age
d. Individuals with Retarded Mental Development

4, ra=krIcr OCCURS:
.a. only in classrooms
b. in the home as well as in school
c. through the many activities in which one learns

d. only in buildings called schools

5. r.7.17.aESTS IRDICATE.
a. what an individual is aood at
t. what an individual will succeed in .

c. what an individual likes to do
d. what an individual knows most about

6.271-21NS:.0 CAREER SATISFACTION IS:
a. a MAW uniform for the job
b. being Able to buy a new car every year
c. working from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., five days a week
d. the possibility of making friends on the job

7.77TE ROLE aF THE PARENT IS
a. to baby-sit
b. to teach
c. to provide food and shelter
d. to set an example
e. all of the above

E. 11 ORDER TO FIND JOBS FOR :1PADUATING STUDENTS IN MY COMMUNITY IT IS BEST TO CONTACT.

a. Chamber of Commerce
t. Association for the Ealp of Retarded Childre
c..Young Men's and Yowl: ;.:omen's Christian & Hebrew Associations

d. Rotary Club
e. the largest employer in the community

f. none 45f the above
g all of the above

Figure 10. j4u1tip1e choice test administered to parents at

beginning of Project. (continued)
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nAsr:cA.Dps:
INDTVIDUALNEEDS EEL? WITE CAREER DEVELOPMENT BECAUSE BE4SBE

a. has been deprived of many experiences

has been more dependent on the family

- lacks worh experience
has o cope wt-.h employer resistance

e. none of the above
f..all of the aboveaa.soarm

IC. 7CCATIONAL MATZ:7Y CAN BE FOSTERED THROUGH-

a. observing,and talking to a wide range of workers

b. establishing good work habits

c. reading about careers

d. introduction of work-related experiences,"beginning in Kindergarten

e. all of the above

f. none of the'above

LI- F.77ECTTVE CAREER ?REPARATION MEANS:

a. every student will go to college

b. to provide hands-on experiences for students

c. knowing what one occupation to choose upon leaving school

d.'all students will be able to reach the same goal

12. Z7 YCUR DAUGHTER SAID TO YOU, "I WAilT TO WORK. IN ALASKA-TO REPAIR TEE PIPELINE,"

WOULD TBE BEST RES?ONSE BE:

a. "You don't have the right clothes."

b. "You won't be able to come home for Thanksgiving."

c. "Let's find out what the job entails."

d. "Girls don't repair pipelines."

e. "Ybu can't even make your climbed at home."

2.3. IN ORDER TC DETERMINE WHETTER OR NOT A FRIVATEJTRADE SCHOOL IS AS GOOD AS

ITS ADVERTISING, ONE arum TRY TO FIND OUT:

a. if the school building is clean

b. what the starting salaries of its graduates are

c. how many graduates have found jobs because of their training

d. the professional degrees of the staff

e. the Director's familylife

24. ?RE-VOCATIONAL
?REPARATION MEANS:

a. keeping one's room tidy

b. spending a school period each day in a shop course

c. knowing how to boil eggs
-

d, learning the names of the Yankee pitchers

1. A. BUZZLEBUFFER IS :

a.a man who cleans windovs

b. an individual who waits on table

c. a surgeon
d. a worker in the manufacture of leather

e. a person who shines shoes

16. TEE LETTERS D.O.T. STAND FOR:

a. Department.of Office Transfers

b. Dictionary of Occupational Titles

c. Demonstration of Official Troubles

d. None of the above

1.9
i

Figure 10. Continue4.
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1-. VA:7,7 :LAP.:7:7.A=ON MEANS.
a. findini our what somethin; costs_

knovv_n; how much one wants to spend

c. understandini what one prizes or cherishes

d. ein. sure one has no: overpaid for az item or service

pinscn SAYS TO ANZI-H17: "LEIS BE REA=S'"-C.- F":" SHE MEANS-

a. "Your plan is unworkable."
b. ": know better than you dc7r
c. "I don't like what you want.7:

d. none of ihe above

e a;.1 of the above

'9. POCZ FLAZIN: IS A USEFUL TOOL TO.
a. practice an employment interview

b. teach the handicapped bow to make the non-handicapped comfortable

c. improve an'individual's personal.and social skills

d. discover what a job is all about

?D. AVOCAITDNAL'CAREER EDUCATION ASSISTS PEOPLE TO.

a. plan for retirement
b. decide on what bobbies to pursue .

c. preserve one't self-esteem in an achievement oriented society

d. pursue al:ernate life strles

4
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MEETniG EVA.LUATION
Date

How would ..,ou rate the general organization of this meeting?

7xcel:ent mood C. SatisfactoT-- pocr

2. What d_. you expect to get from this meetinz: 'please list)

A. B.

44..

3. Which of the items above In A through E did you actually derive from this meeting?

L. What were the strengths of the meeting:

\ 5. What were the weaknesses of the meeting:

5. What char.ze. if ar.;,., will your attendance am this session make in your home:

7. What sugzestions do you have for improving o= meetings:

S. What items do you suggest be placed on the agenda for our next meeting?

9 Comments.

Figure 11. Evaluation form completed by parents at end of each
workshop.

5"
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PLEASE NOTE

It should be clear that,the determination of curriculum content

for parents is the result of a process which includes input from the

parents themselves. What follows is the content arrived at'for two,

specific parent groups. It is hoped that the content described below

will serve as one example of a parent training curriculum. However,

new parent training programs should not ignore a process of curricuium

development which allows for input from those to be trained. Certainly

curriculum development must take into account differences among parent

groups in regard to entry-level skills and concerns in career educa-

tion.

With contributions from project staff and feedback from parents,

the agendas for the preservice training.cycle were finalized. The list

of topics for parent training workshops are:

The goals of the project, "Parents in Career Education"

The concepts of career, career development, and career education

Home-based activities which promote career development

The relationship of values, attitudes, and interest to work and career

What is your learning style? The how-to of transmission

The relationship of problem solving and decision making to work and career

Occupations, and'how to find out about them

How skills of daily Aving relate to career

Task analysis and the teaching of skills

Legislation and the handicapped



I

a

r

Advoca-v f:-- the handicapped

How to plan a workshop for parents

Conducting a local occupational survey of your community

Setting up a placement'office
,

Setting up a library'of occupational literature and training

opportunities

Sample training materials for the series of parent workshops appear

in the following section of this manual. The materials are accompanied

by the plans used by project staff to stimulate group discussion or

structure group activity during a particular workshop.

46.



Activity/Exercise:

Career education questionnaire

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Concepts or career; career development, and_career education.
The goals of the project, "Parents in Career Education."

47.

Strategy evloyed

Information gathering;
Brainstorming.

Plan and 'time schedule for workshon in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation "Myths'of Career Education" emphasizing open ended
discussion of prevaleace of mrsinformation in regard to:

Who?

What?
Where?
Why?

(13 minutes)

2. Parents complete questibnnaire. (10 minutes)
)!.sv

3. Group discussion in which elaboration of questionnaire responses is
encouraged. Information, interests and parents' concerns are listed

- and sorted into preliminary taxonomy of Career education concepts in
contrast to vocational education concepts.. At this initial project
stage, parents must be listened to and encouraged to participate.
(45 minutes)

4. Group leader(s) will synthesize salient issues as reflected in wbrkshop
discussion emphasizing key elements of career education. One important
issue to be dealt with here is "why career education during elementary
school years?" (20 minutcs)

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

1. Handout: Definitions of Basic Terms.

2. Handout: Career Education. . . is.

3. Handout: Elements of Career Education.
rt.

Ls
L./



AREER EDUCATIOr ZUESTIONNAIRE

,1 2 3 5

II
1 2 ". 4 5

48.

1. Career .7..-iucaeion concerns mostly the secondary

sc- 1 student.

2. Most snecial educators have some Career Education

skills.

I .
3. Career Education is primarily for the student

5 vim is not going to college.

1

1

4. Career Education is best provided through

32 5 special courses and units dealing with this

area of concern.

1 *1 I I

1 2 3 4 5

-IT-

1 I

2 3 L. 5

I I I

1 2 3 5

I II I

2 3 4 5

I I

2 3 5

5. In order for a school to have a.good Career

Education program for handicapped students it

will have to make major alterations in its

present curriculum.

6. Career education deals almost exclusively with
the work that people are and can be doing.

7. A unique feature of Career Education is teaching

students to clarify their values and to make

viable decisions.

8. Career Education is still another education fad
that -- like other fads before it -- will soon
peak out and pass into limbo.

.9. So much time is required to teach magy handi-

capped students reading, writing, and computa-
tion, as well as dealing with health'and behavior
problems, that little class time iS left for

"frills" such as Career Education.

10. Any g.00d soecial education program already has

built into it adequate Career Education provisions.



agree

49.

disagree 0

5

5

1 j2 '3 5

2 5

3, L 5

11. If a':-:aree'r Education program really works

the handicapped stl.dent should arrive at a
-career. .

12. Students who are bound for college need Career
Educatic. less than other handicapped students.

13. The concept of work in Career Education is a
concept of putting forth effort in return for
appropriate remuneration.

14. The educable mentally retarded need Career
Education more than other exceptional student
groups.

15. A major Career Education deterrent in the schools
is teachers' white collar bias.

16. Acauiring knowledge of oneself is even more'.
important in the Career Education of handicapped
students than acquiring knowledge of the world
of work.

17. The exact choice of an occumation by a student
is less important than what he becomes as a
person.

2 3 5

18.

2 3 5

19.

1 3 5

There is little resistance among classroam
teachers to incorporating Career Education into
their programs.

Since exceptional children got along pretty well
withouk Career Education in the past, there
really is no emergency right now.



SELF-AWARENESS

SO.

ELEMENTS OF CAREER EDUCATION

12
Awareness -- Exploration -- Preparation

EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

CAREER AWARENESS

ECONOMIC AWARENESS

DECISION MAKING

BEGINNING COMPETENCY

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

ATTITUbES AND
APPRECIATIONS

Career
Education,

Home, and
Community
Life

SELF-1DENTITY

EDUCATIONAL IDENTITY

CAREER I DENTrrY

ECONOMIC AWARENESS

CAREER DECISIONS

EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

CAREER PLACEMENT

SELF AND SOCIAL
FULFILLMENT

_

a-
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,

DEF;s.,S OF THE EIGHT ELEME;TS OF CAREER EDUCATION

a. Self-Awareness

t Etucaal Awareness

c. Career Awareness

C. Eccnom.: Awareress

e. Decision Makinc

f. Seginntng Competency

g. Employability Skills

h. Appreciations and Attitudes

Achieving an increased awareness of "Self"
by developing an understanding of interests
and aptitudes.

Increasing interests and/or achievements in
the educational program emphasizing the
basic skill areas.

Increasing interest and awareness of the
occupations that compose the world of
work.

Understanding the world of work and its im-
pact on self and society.

Making successful decisions related to ca-
reer and self-satisfaction.

Demonstrating basic competencies upon
exiting from high school.

Demonstrating a='salabie skill" upon exiting
from hioh school.

Developing an understanding of the contri-
bution of work, contmual learning, the arts,
and leisure qualities of life in achieving
social responsibility and self-satisfaction.

58
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r.:Anzp. CAT. ..:s
.111111111111===.,..."'="".

...a broad approach to education..."

r: ed:.oa7,ion and is fc: all learners reaardless of age,

race or educat:cna: aoals..

"...inclusive of all kinds of careers, salaried End non-salaried, f:Lll-time and

nart-time.."

"...an emphasis on applied vs. descriptive learning, i.e., active rather than

passive learning..."

...an approach tn motivate learners and increase achievement..."

...aeared to imparting social, psychological, educational, economic, and manual

skills..."

...aimed at the continuing development of each individual through lifelong educ-

ational experiences.. "

...a link between education and the real world..."

"based on self-awareness and awareness of the environment..."

...experiences about living, learning, thinkina, deciding and adapting..."

Vt ...education which can be applied throughout life in a veriety of circumstances..."

-77JCA...TS NOT

...a way of eliminating or changing all that has been included in academic areas..."

...a negation of traditional educational objectives..."

"...;,'ust for students in junior high or high school..."

"...just for students who don't plan on going to college..."

...a course or series of courses..."

...a subject to be taught..."

"...aimed only at paid work..."

"...limited to teaching saleable skills..."

ft ...the solution to all our educational problems..."

'rbm.CAREER EDUCATION: AN INTRODUCTION, produced by The Career Education Center, Florida

State University, Florida Department of Education, 3rd ed. 1975
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zrAnATioN , AND
C..7.71A.IONAL EVJCAT:.7:. A?PROACH TO DEFIN:NG DIFFaENCES

. ty

Ner.r.etr. Hoyt

Asso-4,-D "ommlssioner
Office o Career Education
U.S. Cffict of Education

Defiht:ons of Pasic Terms

ork" is conscious effort aimed at producing benefits for oneself andlor for
nneself and others. As such, it is unimportant,whether such effort is paid or
unpaid in nature. What is important is that it represent the baic need of all -

human beings to achieve-to accomplishto do something productive that
allows the individual to discover both Who he-The is and why he/she is. With
ytis deinition. work is properly viewed as a human rightnot as a societal
o: I:gation.

"Career" is the totality of work one does in his or her lifetime. Thus, any
nerson can have only one career. That career typically begins prior to entering
kindergarten and continues well into the retirement years.

"Vocation" is one's primary work role at any given point in time. Vocations
include paid employment, bu: tr.ey also extend to uApaid work roles. For
exa pie. we can speak of the -vocation" of the student, the fuil-time volunteer
workPr. or the full-time homemaker lust as easily as we can speak about the
"vocation" of the plumber, the physician, or the engineer.

"Ocrupation" is one's pritnar work role in the world of paid employment.
r.cononlic returns are always considered among the work values of persons
engaged in occupations although these might not be considered at all by persons
in certain vocations. The occupations of many persons will besynonyrnous
with their vocations. One can never have an occupation without having a
vocation although. of course, one can have a "vocation" without being engaged
in an "occupation."

-Leisure" consists of activities. other than sleeping. in which one engages
when not performing in his or her vocation. Thus, "leisure" holds possibilities
fr,r hot!: "work" and for "play.-

"I:eh:cation" consists of al: these activities and experiences through which
.-.ne learns. As such, it is ohvicusly a lifelong process and considerably
hr,bader in meaning than the :ern'. -schooling."

\P. :hat follows here is based cr. an assumption that these six bas:c tern.s
arP understood and agreed upon. Those who disagree with one or more of
these definitions will necessari:y find themselves disagreeing with the remainder
of this presentation.

6ii Aft
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Activity/Exercise:

Trip Mars

Topit to which activity/exercise is related:

The relationship of values, attitudes, and interest to work and career.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Values clarification.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation on how individual values affect decisions in general,
and, ultimately, career decisions. -(15-20 minutes)

. ,

2. Hand out activity sheet "Trip to Mars" to parent participants. Have

participants work in small problem-solving groups until conSensus is
reached. Small groups share results with the whole group. (30

minutes)

3. Staff leads parent group in di:cussing the values implicit in theactivity.
Staff leader asks the following questions:

a.) What kinds of value assumptions did the members of the group make?

b.) Were there value conflicts, and how were they resolved?

c.) What did you learn about your values from an experiential
standpoint? (30 minutes)

4. Closure: Staff leader points out that an important part of decision-
making is the understanding and clarification of one's values. pace

values are identified, individuals can become more critical in making
realistic and satisfying decisions in preparation for their careers.
(5 minutes)

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

6 2_



TRIP TO MARS:

VALUE CLARIFICATION THROUGH SIMULAT/ON
of an INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIC/a

I. Objective

A. To atroduce and explain the use of
simulation for value clarification

B. To make the particip4nts experience
a value clarification exercise

C. To demonstrate the emergence of
a variety of values it any value
clarification exercise

Activity

A. Participants work in problem-solving
groups of six until consensus is
readhed

B. Each group shares its results with
the whole group.

C. Discussion of results as they show
the variety of solutions and values

III. Materials: Trip to Mars

IV. Key Points

A. Simulation as a way to abstract trom
reality

B. ,Simulation as a safe way to filter
salient points from a realitisituation

C. Most value nlarification exercises
can be adapted to a variety of age-levels.

D. A value clarification strategy 'is a
tool. Post-exercise discussion\ is
more important than strategy used.
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E. The influence of past experience on values

F. The influence of values on decision-making

G. There is no one right solution to
all value clarification strategies.

H. If any group member gets the feeling
that his values are *owned upon or
ridiculed, be/she will stop sharing
his feelings and thoughts about
value issues.

I. Were there value conflicts, and hcv
were they resolved?

3. The variety of solutions available
for this particular problem all
being of validity with the individual

V. farztas_a
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.... lit :...0

...:

Tne Situation:

Transportation to and from WRS as well as communication

vith the population have been successfully established.

Your team has been asked to design and build an educational

system for the children living on NARS. This system is also

to serve as a model for other educational systems.

The Task:

The load for your space ship is being determined.

lbrur present task is to decide on ten educational items

tc be included. This is the amly trip to be made this

ytar. Thus, you need to decide on the ten most important

items for educating children.

You and your group will discuss tbe items you want to

take until you can compile a list of ten iteas with which

everyone agrees.
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Activity/Exercise:

Career development interview

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

The relationship of values, attitudes, and interests to work and career.
The concepts of career, career development, and career education.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Information gathering;
Role playing;
Activity groups.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation on career development and career choices.

(15 minutes)

2. Parents team up with a partner and interview each other.
(30 minutes; 15 minutes per parent.)

3. Debriefing in which major influences on an individual's career
development and choices are identified and discussed.
Focus of discussion will include the following:

.Vogational/career choices

.Factors influencing choices

.Social setting in which career decisions are made

.Inpact of education on career choices

.Role of models and/br significant others on career choices, with'
particular emphasis on influence (both positive and/or negative)
of parents in deUsion-making process.

(45 minutes)

4. Closure of workshop with leader(s) extrapolating from discussion
those prevalent key elements of career choice process with particular
emphasis on role of parents in that process. (15 minutes)

Companion or follow-up materials t6 activity/exercise (if any):

Apply career development interview in a non-workshop setting;
for example, interview another adult.



CAREER DEVELOPMENT INTERVIEW

ectives

59.

1. Awareness of the develoal natura of career choice.

Skill in understanding the career choice process in an individual.

1. Skill in applying career choice data to the career guidance of an individual.

Conce^.'.

Career choices and vocational maturity follow a developmental sequence in a
maaner comparable to other human attributes (such as cognition, social skills,
and intellectua2 functions).. Through understanding the history of an individual's
career development, the parent will be better able to understand his/her

current career status, how this status was achieved, and how the process
may be fostered in the future.

The ':areer Developrnent Interview

Step 1 in this laboratory experience is to devise an interview schedule
which will elicit data fromihe client about past experiences and choices. con-.
ceivably such a schedule might include almost the total history of the person,
since a case can be made, for all life experiences having an impact on carew.
development. However, for the sake of this laboratory session, you mi:91t :;et

the following limits

1. Choice points.
You might inquire about vocationally related matters at'age 5, 10, lh,
15, 21, and subsequent years.

2. Choices.
You might inquire about career preferences at each of these age poirits.

3. Reality.
You might asR the interviewee to indicate the degree to which choices at each
of these points were realistic. For this purpose, define &realistic; voca-
tional choice and use your definition as a criterion against which to measure
each choice.

4. Factors emtering choice.
For each age point and choice, attempt to discover the factors in,the life
of the individual which encouraged and discouraged the formation of thir
choice, e.g. the influence of parents and the neighborhood.

5. SequencinE.
Did each previous choice lead naturally to the next career choice? What
effect did one choice have upon subsequent ones' Does there seem to he a
relationship between one choice and those that follow it.)

te('
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.Areer Development Interview

7'escribe the soczal settine in whic l. the indi-idual developed.
What part did

t.is social milie. e.g. economic level, urban-rural, point in American hi:vtory,

--, minority croup status,
limitations) play in the vocational development or

the individual

7. The Educational Experience.

W'nat rcle did the person's experience in school play in his'her vocational

development E.E., did performance in certain school subjects influencc

him her, or extra-curricular activities?

Crises.
What part did crises play in the vocational

development of your climit% Kxplorc

such variables as serious illnesses, loss of loved ones, family brel)i-up. evonomip

failure,,menta' health provlems, etc.

9. Awareness of Choices.

To what decree was the client aware of his vocational development and to what

derree does development seem to have occurred unconsciously or without 11.01,

awareness' How does the client view this in terms of helping or hihdt.riw hi

vocational development'

ld. What forms of vocational development
assistance,*if any, did the person receive

and how helpful was it':

You will interview another parent,
completing the data schedule and, then the rolez

wal be reversed so that the first interviewer becomes the second interviewe(f and the

first interviewee
becomes the second interviewer. After the two interviews have hee,1

completed, you each should have a completed date schedule available to you which riv(.:-

you the data of the vocational
development of your partner.

Use of the Career Develorment Data

Using the data you have elicited, answer the following questions and perform the

follov-inc tasks:

1. Does there seem to some order or rationale behind the development of this

individual's choices' In yes, spell out that order. If no, suggest wtv there

is no apparent order in the developmental data'

2. As you examine this person's development, what do you
feel.are the major influenceu

on his'her choices' Why were these choices more influential than other choicos%

3. Do you see evidences of a developmental process'
If so, draw an are i!raph showinc

the course of the career development of the individual.
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Activity/Exercise:

Decisi.n-maki:,g: A \latter of Survival

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

The relationship of values, attitudes, and int.-rests to work and career.
The relationship of problem-solving and decision-making to work and career.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Role playing;
Values clarification;
Decision-making/problem-solving activities.

Plan and time schedule for workshoi in which activitqe%ercise is em lo e :

1. S,taff presentation in the area of making career decisions and
components of the decision-making process. (15-20 minutes)

2. Parents form groups with 1-6 individuals in each and discuss the
problem until a team decision in regard to a solution is reached.
(20 minutes)

3. Parents regroup and group leader reports the team's results.
(10 minutes)

4. Differences and/or similarities among groups are examined and
rationale behind team decisions are investigated. Components of decision-
making process are identified and their implications for team decision-
making are analyzed. Emphasis is on the following: use of
information;, past and present experiences; values; group needs; and
conditions under which decisions are made. (20 minutes)

5. Closure to workshop focuses on comparing decision-making process and
problem-qolving to career decision-making. Parents are urged to
find parallels between the task, the process and real career decision-
making experiences. (15 minutes)

Comoanion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

1. Handout: Decision Making: Content.

a



DECISION MAKING

A Matter cf Survival

63.

I. Objective:

A. To participate in a decision making
exercise

B. To analyze the use of information
in decision making

C. To analyze the steps wnich go into
the decision making process

II. Materials:

A Mtter of Survival

III. Activities:

A. Participants mill form groups of 6
and discuss the problem until a
solution is Ngreed upon.

B. Bach sub-group will share its solution
mith the whole group.

C. Each sub-group will defend its solution,
citing the bases for its decision.

IV. Key questions for discussion:

A. Bow, if at all, did values influence
the decision-making process?

B. Did past experience influence the
decision-making process?

. Did needs influence the decision-making
process?

D. What were the conditions under which
the decisions were made?

7 f )



E. Did the problem include the potential
for ather solutions?

F. What might they have been?

G. Can parallels be drawn between this
decision-mAkinz process and decisions
on careers?

V. Sunin Up

7 '

64.



A MAT= OF SURVIVAL

65.

During the summer of 1970, you are on a flight to visit
the World's Fair in Osaka, Japan, when an explosion aboard the
plane disables the controls and the plane is forced to crash land
on a nearby barren island. You are amaag 15 passengers who survivethe crash. With radio not fkinctioning and drinking water and:
food sufficient for only three weeks for the survivors, the grow
decides after 3 days of waiting that there would be little like-lihood of rescueunless an attempt is made to sail and row the liferaft 500 miles to a series of islands populated "by natives, sane
of.whom are telieved to be unfriendly headhunters. The raft willhold no more than five persons and supplies for a 10 day trip.
The group must determine who should be chosen to go to seek help
and who to stay.

The following are the survivors and their backgrounds:

SURVIVOR ETHNIC BACKGROUND SEX ACE

1. registered nurse B p 33

2. teadaer B F 27

3. linguist, familiar in
South Seas dialects B P 52

4. plane navigator W N 27

5. doctor W P 60

6. wrestler B M 30

7. plane captain B M 51

8. Maseum of Natural History
naturalist, familiar
with South Seas tribes

W S 24

& geography

9. Army major general V M 58

10. South Seas islend
fishing boat captain V M

'7 0
a
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SURVIVOR BUNIC BACKGROUND SEX AGE

U. Olympic long distance B M 21

swimming star

12. weather bureau expert w r 37

13. college'varsity rowing
team star B M 34

14. rifle shooting expert
,

with gun & ammunition W M 34

15. army survival training
sergeant B m 40

7 3
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DECISION MAKING

Content

I. rkeiniticns

A. Decision making: rational process

of choosing between known alternatives

B. Decisions are made through direct
learned behavior, including nct
tsking any action.

C. Decisions are made to satisfy needs

or to implement self-concept.

D. Decisions are influenced., but not
necessarily pred.etermined by circum-

stances or chance.

E. Individuals make decisions throughout
life, but need to be conscious of
their decision-making; processes
and how touse experience in mftk3ng
dtcisions throughout the career
process to improve the quality of
their decisions.

F. Decision-making starts early in life.

(Fallacy: Student can't make
realistic choices until senior
high school.)

G. Career Decisions are influenced by:

1. Aptitudes
2. Intelligence
3. Occupational prestige ratings
4. Interests

5. Vocational maturity
6. Self concept

7. Readiness to make choices
8. Factors in the envirbnment

9. Past experiences
Basic Decisice to make: What will I do?

Models: Tiedeman, Hilton, Gelatt (see charts)

67.



R. Rational chotf:e is based on

1. Systematic eveauation of personal
aptitudes, capacities, interests,
values, and environments

2. Systematic evaluation of prospective

rewards
3. Advantages and disadvantages'of various

occupational fields and occupational

roles
4. Understanding of the alternatives

and their consequences

I. Decision making involves:
1. Defining objectives,

2. Collecting data

3. Analyzing their relevance
4. Studying inssible alternatives

5. Evaluating consequences

J. Cyclical nature of decision making

1. Some decisimas form the basis

for future decision.

2. Economy of using past in making
current decisions

K. Stages: Period of anticipat!^n,
exploration, crystallization, choice,

clarification
1. Transition from one stage to

another

2. Fixation, regression, and progressions

II. Factora in Decision Making Process

A. Risk-taking inherent in any decision

for action

B. Readiness:
1. Willingness to engage in decision

making .

2. Need for self-knowledge
3. Need for occupational knowledge
4. Opportunities to make decisions,

thereby acquiring skill

C. Level of aspiration -- influenced by:

1. measured intelligence

2. self-appraisal

68.



3. Family values
4. Family SES
5. Peer concepts

D. Perceptions of:
1. Jobs
2. Of work
3. Of society
4. Of self

69.

E. Self knowledge: Who Am I?
1. Physically

a. What do I like to do?
b. What physical skills do I have?
c. What p!*ysical environaent

do I like?

2. Emotionally
a. What I feel is important.
b. What attitude I have about

myself, my work, my ftture.
c. What kinds of interpersonal

skill do I have?
d. What kinds of interpersonal

relationship do I like?

3. Intellectually
a. What do I like to study

and think about?
b. What intellectual skills

do / have?
c. What kinds of intellectaal

challenges do I like?

F. Aptitudes and intelligence as measured
by tests, school performance, out-of-school
activities, and family and peer rmr-
captions, e.g. GATB, SAT, DAT.

G. Interests
1. People
2. Data
3. Things

H. Values
(See unit on values)

I. Life Style Preferences
1. Manner in which a person characteristically

reacts to settings and environment
2. Characteristic directions and

processes manifested by the student
over time

o
o



J. Knowledge of requirements and opportunities:
1. People sources (give examples)
2. Thing sources (give examples)
3. Working.on the'job
4. Printed and picture sources

K. WeigAing alternatives (an ongoing
process of examining alternatives
available for each decision)

1. Review alternative action
2. Review pcosible outcome
3. Review probability of outcome
4. Review desirability of outcome

III. Outcomes

A. Conditions under which decisions are
made:

1. Certainty (swiamdng pool)
2. Risk (flipping a coin)
3. Uncertainty (several possible

outcomes)
4. Combination (of risk and uncertainty)

B. Strategies:
1. Wish strategy (choose mtat you

desire most)
2. Saft strategy (choose the most

likely to succeed)
3. Escape strategy (choose to

avoid the worst)
4. Combination strategy (combination

of wish & safe)

NDTE: Ability to make choices
can be enhanced by prior
experience. /ndividual should
be provided with many opportuaties
to make decisions to learn
to recognize the risk and
uncertainty involved.

C. Planning: Developing a stspby-step
procedure to reach goal

D. Acting: (based aa plan of action)
1. Terminal decisions
2. Investigatory decisions

E. Feedback into decisian-mking loop
"Each decisiai changes or adds to
the available data for the next ono."

7 7

70.
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Activity/Exercise:

Decision Making: Occupation.i checklist.

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

The relationship of values, attitudes, and interest to work and career.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Values clarification.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation regarding personal needs, interests, and values as
well as their relationship to occupational choice. (15-20 minutes)

2. Parents complete occupational checklist as per directions. (10

minutes)

3. Discussion by parents during which group leader elicits information
bearing upon key questions, listed in directions. (30 minutes)

4. Closure: Leader synthesizes positive and negative characteristics
of jobs identified by parents. Leader stresses relationship of one's
preferred job characteristics to career choices. (15 minutes)

Companion or followup materials to activity/exercise (if any):
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DECISION MA F1NG

The Occupaticnal Checklist

I. Materials:

List of occupations

Activity

A. Participants will place a (/) sign
in front of five occupotions each would
choose.

B. Participants will place a (-) sign
in front of five occupations each
dinlikes most.

C. Participants will go over the five
positively identified occupations
and dhoose three to mark with (//).

D. Participants will go over the five
negatively identified occupations
and choose three to mark with (--).

E. We will collect all of the (//)
marked .choices, and later, all of
the (--) masked choices.

III. questions (Do not respond to this section
until the checklist results

'have been reported to the
whole grmrp.)

A. What do the positive
have in common?

B. What do the negative
in common?

occupations

occupations have

C. What do they tell about your needs
and the needs of the whole group?



D. How can this instrument be uAed to
demonstrate decision making to others?

E. How woald you help other plAnts
design decisiaa-mking instruments?

.

F. It has been shown ttat different
kinds of items such as recreational
activities, or magazines reveal the
same things about the indt7idual
making decisioas. Can you think
of non-vocatiaaal and vocational
decision-uaRiag iastruments that
use items other than the list of
occupaticus used in this laboratory
exercise?

,5 )
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umt

"?ert:: -ccount ecutive

.".ir-Conditioning Repairperson

Aircraft Mechanic
Apprentice (in a trade)

A,-chtec-
Army Officer
Artist (commercial)
Astronaut
Athletic Director
Author
Auto Mechanic
Aviation Mechanic
Aviator

Bacteriologist
Baker

Banker
Beautician
Biolocist

Bookkeeper
Bricklayer
Builder
Business Machine Operator

Butcher
Buyer (Department Store)
Carpenter
Cashier
Caterer

Chauffeur
Chemist

II Cleaner & Dyer
Clerk (Civil Service)
Clerk (Hotel)
Clerk (Shipping or stock)

Computer Programmer
Construction Worker

Cook
Dancer (Professional)
Dental Mechanic
Dental Assistant

Dentist
Dosigner (Textiles)
N:sicncr (Machines)

netective
Dietician
Doctor

WORKSBEET

OCCUPATIONAL CHEMIST

Draftsperson
Dressmaker
Editor

Electrician
,Employment Interviewer
Engineer (Building)
Engineer (Electrical)
Engineer (Mechamical)
Engineer (Miming)
Farmer
Fashion Illustrator
Firefighter
Florist
Foreign Service Officer
Forester
Garment Worker
Hostess
Housekeeper
Illustrator (Magazine)
Insurance Agent
Insurance Claims Adjustor
Interior Decorator
Inventor
Journalist
Judge
Laboratory Technician
Landscape Gardener
Lawyer
Librarian
Machinist
Mail Carrier
Marine
Merchant Marine
Milliner
Minister
Musician
Neturalist
Navy enlisted person
Nurse (Registered)
Nbrse (Practical)
Nursery School Tea.cher

Optometrist
Painter & Plasterer
Personnel Worker
Pharmacist
Photographer
Physicist

74 .

Playground Worker
Plumber
Poultry Parmer
Police Officer
Priest/
Printer
Prison Worker
Probation .Officer

PsyChologist
PUblisher
Rabbi
Radio Operator
Railroad Worker
Refrigeration Service
Research Director
Restaurant Manager
Retailer
Salesperson
Seaman
Secretary
Service (Electrical equi ment)
Service (Office machines
Service (Radio & televiai n)
Sheet Metal Worker
Singer
Social Worker
Singer
Social Worker
Statistician
Stockbroker
Surgeon
Tailor
Taxi Driver
Teacher
Telephone Operator
Television Camera Operator
Tool Maker
Traffic Manager
Tree Surgeon
Typist
Undertaker
Upholsterer
Veterinarian
Waiter
Waitress
Watchmaker
Welder
Window Dresser
X-Ray Technician
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Activity/Exercise:

Cdreer -Itigie-rjsort

To ic to which activity/exercise is related:

Home-based activities which promote career development;
The relationship of values, attitudes, And interests to swrk and career;
The relationship of problem-solving and decision-making to work and career.

Strategy employed in activity/exerclSe:

Hands-on actiVities;
Values clarification;
Decision-making/problem-solving;
Activity groups.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which'activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation in the area Of making career decisions with an
emphasis on comparing perceptions of job skills, attitudes and
values. (15-20 minutes)

2. Career cluster Q-sort and career cluster form are completed
individually and compared with another parent's completed sort. Parents
are asked to identify areas of most significant discrepancy and to
discuss possible reasons for differences a's determined by individual
perceptions of skills, attitudes, and values. (45-60 minutes)

3. Decision-making trends are investigated via a discussion of individual's
perceptions in xegard to desirability, or its absence, in one's own
career choices as measured by the sorting process. N(10 minutes)

4. Workshop brought to Cloture by leader(s) facilitating discussion on
differenceS in perception in regard to career choice and its potential
implications for enhancing parental guidance in fostering career
awareness in handicapped children. (15 minutes)

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if malt:

.1. :Career cluster Q-sort can be used h handicapped children at home as
well as with spouse of workshop pa icipant in order that perceptions

, of career choices can be compared.

2. Career cluster Q-sort can be adapted to game format to provide
manipulative instrument for using with young or lOwer functioning
children.



Career Cluster Q-Sort

of cnild Date

76.

\a7e cf Parent kteacher)

tne fol.oing occ,.pations on a scale from 1 (most like me)
to :-.1ost unlike me).

Cor.pare sorts with the child's sorts.

Examlne the trends that emerge in regard to the six clusters listed.

Occ.:patl:n Dccupation
no. name

Sort 1 Sort 2 differ- squared
ence

1 Car mechanic

2 Office clerk

3 Dental assistant

4 Superintendent

5 Groundskeeper

6 Cook

7 Gas station attendant

8 Mailman

9 Nurse

10 Construction worker

11 Florist

12 Waiter

13 Truck driver

14 Secretary

15 Doctor

16 Ele*:ator operator

27 Farrer

Grocery store salesman

1. Car salesman

20 :ff:ce machine operator

21 Hospital worker

22 auildinc custodian t)



23 Forest ranaer

:t..7.1-.en workerfne'oer

A-to z'ocz1 repa=c-

1 2 differ. sq.

i

,

1

77.

,

, ,

Clusters:

Transportation occupations - 1, 7, 13, 19, 25

Cfflce & business occupations - 2, 8, 14, 20
(maintenance)

!:ealth occupations - 3, 9, 15, 21

Construction occupations - 4, 10, 16, 22

Agribusiness - 5, 11, 17, 23

Personal & public ser7ice occupations - 6, 12, 1(, 24
(food prod..Iction)

,, %,i 4
.... ' 1



Mo!:1

mo

_

-3

f

Very mucl
i ke me

Career Cluster Form

undecided

A little
Likcs Me*

A litLle
Unlike Me

Like
Me

Onlike
Me

2 3 5

Very much
unlike mo

11.

Moz;l1

unlike me

6 7 8

*me= child
( )
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CARFZR EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED STUIT,NT

SKILLS OF DAILY LIVING

Content

I. Parameters of the Problem

A. Definition'of skills of daily living

B. Typical developmental sequences

C. Evidences of developmental lag
in ,hand.icapped students

D. Impact of such lags gpon axceptional
students' vocational development

E. The concept of employment and academic
readiness

II. Major Areas of Daily Living Skills

A. Moollity

B. Reading, writing, and computation

C. Personal appearance

D. Personal hygiene

E. Conforming behaviors

F. Interpersonal relation:hips

G. Independence in the home

H. Use of leisure

I. Industrial and commercial tools and
processes

J. Minor repairs
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Activity/Exercise:

Q-sort record foIn

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

The relationship of values, attitudes, and intierests to work and career;
The relationship of problem-solving and decision-making to work and

career.

Stratei employed in activity/exercise:

Hands-on activities;
Values clarification;
Decision-making/problem solving;
Activity goals.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation in the area of making career decisions with an
emphasis on components of the decision-making process, such as
information, interests, values, attitudes, skills, needs, and
experience. (15-20 minutes)

2. Q-sort record form and target cutback form are completed individually
and compared with another parent's completed sort. Parents are asked
to identify areas of most significant discrepancy and to discuss possible
reasons for differences as determined by individual perceptions in
regard to decisions. (45-60 minutes)

3. Decision-making trends are investigated via a discussion of priorities,
as well as non-priorities, in decision process as measured by the sorting
technique. (10 minutes)

4. Workshop brought to closure by leader(s) fadditating discussion on
differences in perception in regard to decision-making and its potential
implications for enhancing each parent's competency in fostering decision-
making abilities in handicapped children. (15 minutes)

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):
.-

L. C
...... 0
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Q-Sort Record Form

\a7ne of evaluator Date

.nis is an activ_-..y ind vidual decisiun making and comparing
:erceptlohs.

The task: Due to a budaet crisis in your school district,
cutbacks in "nonessential" programs are imper-
ative. You have been asked by the principal to
evaluate the dispensability, or indispensability,
of 25 sahool-based programs. Since this is a
"forced-choice" task, each of the 25 programs
must be assigned a priority rating from 1 (most
indispensable, ie. can not be dropped from the
school curriculum) to ,9 (most dispensable, ie.
can definitely be ca-opped from the curriculum).

Review the 25 items below and assign them a
relative value from 1 to 9, with 5 being the
middle value, or undecided. Record your
decisions on the Taraet Cutback Form (page 3).
Once you have completed the Target Cutback.
Form, record your.decisions ir column 1 on
this page. Each target program on the Target
Cutback Form has a number (1-9). Where that
item is placed on the Form will indicate your
decision regarding its relative value.
For example,'if you have decided that gymnastics
is most dispensable, then that item will re-
ceive the numerical value of 9 and the number 9
will be placed on the Q-Sort Record Form next to
Program 3 (gymnastics), etc.

Program Program Name
no.

1 Tutoring (teachers)

2 Music lessons

1 2 differ- squared
ence

3 Gymnastics

4 Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts

5 Shop

6 Intensive reading

Painting class

8 Field trips



9 Basketball-baseball club

'0 A_tomechanics

:1 workshop

12 Pottsrv/ceramics

13 After school center

Swimming

15 Cooking/kitchen management

16 17::torina (Peers & Older students)

Band practice

18 :ntra=ral teams/uniforms

19 Track'& field

20 Job apprenticeship program

21 Library

22 Sewinc workshop

23 Bowlina club

24 Comnunitv exploration/travel
trainina

25 Speech remediation/communi-
cation skills workshop

Sok
1 2 di . sq.

You are now ready to move on to-.
a team decision maKing activity.



sable

Target Cutback Form

Undecided

A littl
Indis-
pensabl

A little
Dispen-
sable

Dispen-
sable

I y "

Most
Indis-
ensable

Very
Dispen-
sable

Most
Dispen-
sable

1 2 3 4 5

t.trqt..*..1!
,

f.)

Oa. *t.34S.1.1.'
df Yoh.% .
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:s there a nc-_iceable trend in yo'.4r thinkinc as reflected in
the decision making process?

Ref: to the Tar:Jet C..:tback Form. Block out the middle three
col...1-ns, ie. columns 4, 5, & 6. Look only at columns 1, 2, &

3 on :he indispensable side dnd columns 7, 8, & 9 on the dis-
pensable side.

The 25 procrams listed can be grouped in five general cate-
:cries. These are shown below. Count the number of dispen-
sables and indispensables in each of the five categories (there
sho4:d be six checks in each column). I: your count shows
three or more checks for any one category, or no checks in
any cne category, it might say something about what you value
in recard to school proarams for your child. For example,
if yo- have 4 checks under the category academics, on the
indispensable side, chances are'that you value academic
pro:rams for your child more highly than the other types of
procrams. If on the other hand you have no checks under the
catec.ory recreation on the dispensable side, does this mean
you may not value recreation activities for your child as
hichiy as other procrams?

Indispensable Dispensable

Academic
1, 6,

Art/X:Isic
2, 7,

Recreation
4, 13,

Sports
3, 9,

life skills
5, 10,

11,

12,

8,

14,

15,

16,

17,

18

19,

20,

21,

22

23

25
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Ac:-Ivity/Exercise:

Intere 1

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

The relationship of values, attitudes, and interests to work and career.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Values clarification.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation regarding interests as crucial variables which affect
career decisions. (15-20 minutes)

2. Parents individually fill out Interest sheet and then meet in dyads to
discuss responses. Parents discuss the six occupations they have listed,
targeting on the potential of these occupations for expression of
individual interests. (30 minutes)- ,

3. Debriefing: Each parent introduces partner in dyad to total group,
indicating the partner's interests and the relationship of those
interests to occupational chcice(s). (20 minutes)

I.

4. Closure: Leader will extrapolate from parents' choice of activities
and occupations the correlation betweeh chosen' activities and occupations.
Leader will stress that formulation of interests is a developmental process
which affects career choices. (20 minutes)

A

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

c.

4
'1
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INTERESTS.

A. OF THE ACTIVITIES LISTED BELOW WHICH DO YOU I,KE AND WHY DO YOU LIKE THEM?

1. Working outdoors

2. Writing prose or poetry

4. Solving puzzles

4. Being "on the go" always

5. Using tools

8. Facing agerous situations

9. Working at many.thingi

10. Working at one thing steadily

11. -Raising garden products

12. Doing new things all the time

6. :Ieeting lots of people 13. Doing work for which you have
to put on old clothes and get

7. Tinkekng and repairing things your hands dirty.

1. WHICH WOULD YCU PREFER TO WORK WITH - A RADIO.... OR A GARMENT

Check two things you would like to SO with it:

Make it Sell it Draw, a picture of it

Plan (or design) it Repair it Write an article about it

Improve it practically, Use it Teach others about it

Handle the buying of it Improve its beauty

Prepare the advertising of it

C. NAME SIX OCCUPATIONS YOU KNOW AND TELL A LITTLE ABOUT THEM.
,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Activity/Exercise:

Career activity lo.v,

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Home7based activitie§ which promote career development.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Hands on activities, problem-solving, brainstorming.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

. 1. Staff leader reviews activities which have been presented in workshops.
Discussion follows on how activities can,be adapted for4use at home with
children who are handicapped'. (20-30 minutes\

2. Problem-solving session: Individual parents pinpoint an area of career
development in which their handibapped child is deficient. Other parents
generate strategies,for remediating specific deficiencies,. Leadee
monitors strategies proposed by parents; aWaits opportunities to
synthesize proposed strategies in a nanner which illuminates teaching
methods. (40 minutes)

Campanion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

1. Parents keep career activiti log at home as some 'indication Of the kind
and frequency of career education activities taking place n the home.

2. Pgrents bring career,logs_ to subsequent meetings so that staa leaders
and other parents may help evaluate the type and frequency ,of career
education activities in relation to the needs of individual children.



I/
CAREER MTIVITY LOGI'

This log Will provide a measure Of the kind and frequency of career education activitiev taking place Make

a check mark in the column which most closely identifies the nature of the activity. Occasionally an additional

explanation is needed of what exactly was done. Please, begin a new log each month.

NAME-

Y.

mown!

IIR

1st week

....

2nd week 3rd week 4th week

ROLE PLAYING

READING EXERCISES . .

-
WRITING EXERCISES

VISITS.
(explain)

TALK w. WORKER.

OCCUPATIONAL GAMES. :

'

DEMONSTRATION OF
NEW ACTIVITY.

DECISrON MAKING EXERCISES

EXPL61TNG INTERESTS-
.

HELPING TO ENLARGE SKILLS .

OF DAILY LIVING.

) "I

00

08
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Activity/Exercise:

Career awareness
Laboratory activity

o ic to which activity/exercise is related:

Occupations, and how to find out about them;
Home-based activities which promote career development.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Hands-on acttvities;
Information gathering.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise ia employed:

1. Staff presentation in the area of career awareness with an emphasis on
developing activities to be used by parents with their handicapped
chiidreh at-home. (15-20 minutes)

2. Parents tndividually complete laboratory activity. (15 minutes)

3. Leader initiates discussion in regard to completion of laboratory activity

in which elements of career education are identified. Ways in which

simi ar activities can be developed by parents are suggested and listed.
(10 m nutes)

4. Parents construct one example of a way to present career awareness to

handicapped children. (30 minutes)

5. Leader synthesizes suggestions and strategies for enhancing career
awareness in the home. (15 minutes) tp

Companion cr follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

1. Handout: The National Career Education Mbdel.

2. Handout: Career Education in Practice at the Elementary School Level.

3. Handout: Career Education for the Handicapped Student: Skills of

Daily Living.



CARECR AWARENESS

Laboratory Activity

A magazine picture vovides,this career awareness
learning opportunkb'yi

A. How many occupations does this picture bring to

mind? We can think of twenty easily.

B. Can you name ten?

1.

2. 7.

3.
8.

4. 9.

5.
10.

Once you have named the occupations, what would be

the nezt step in your use of-the material with a

handicapped child?

1110'

10 )

89.



D. Caa Tau think of different subject areas where

CAREER AWARENESS could be added to the material?

E. With the help of newspapers, msgaiines or any

other object, construct materials which help to

illustrate one of the eight elements of career

education.

F. Plan a Career Awareness activity developed around

the "Thanksgiving Holiday."

1 fN

90.
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COCUPATIOMAL & PRACTICAL ARTS EDUCATION STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO

PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS BUFFALO, NEW YORK

DiSSSl TO:)!C: *THE tATI::dAL CAPrER EPUCATION MODEL - KINDERGARTEN THROUGH ADULT

Goal Staterent: CEVELOPENT OF APPRECIATIONS AND ATTITUDES

Grade
Level Goal Statements By Grade Level

L-:erstanding the importance Of each individual In the function of the

1 appreCiate all individualL in the school setting.

2 Ee Baere of te importance of getting along with other people.

P.ce -re coitributions of community members to the student and

4 Es asere c' the wage earner's job and how it affects the home unit.

5 1-e: ce vcrkiro roles as to advantages and disadvantages.

6 --e relationship between occupations and their growth and

7 all fcms of human endeavor and work.

--e ir-pact of work in cne's life and resulting need to

-ea-'ncful career choice.

Pi'a-e a--:%des and awareness to specific or related job clusters.

_-:e-s-a-: The ir-portance of all careers and their contribution to

-..

11 'i-e a ccmit-ent to the selection of a career based on individual
vaftes and education.

12 _-:e-s-a-: Tne tasks required within chosen job cluster(s) and develop

sL.ills needed.

iCiAT
13 1-e!yze Career and life-style decisions as related to planned goals.

14 I----?;ra".e the career and life-style choice of the Individual into

s

1 ,t 1,;:2



Goal STatemen-. DE.ELONENT OF SELF.AWARENESS

..;rads

Level

92.

Goal Statements By Grade Level

Uh:erstand the rights and responsibilities of the individual at home
and school.

KrC* the i,hportance of "3elf" as an individual and as a worthy member
c- crouos.

Ee aware cf the capabilities and Limitations of individuals.

3 =ecc:-.i:e attitudes toward learning tools and their value in achieving
:cals.

4 =e,e-e -she rastery of educational skills to Individual success.

5 Es e..-e-s :f--e individual's rights and responsibilities as a Worker.

6 Es ec- :a-eer clusters as related to individual strengths and weak-

7 C ==r- clusters as related to interests and abilities.

berception o; abilities and interests as related to
recuirements.

'-y egareness percep-ion of "where I am compared to where I

10 =s.e-e :erschal values and influencei'of other's'values on career choice.

II :dify entfor accept differences between the indIvidual's personal
the influence of others on career choices.

12 :s s:o: self confidence in anticipated career choice.

Adult
13 2:: y es!-: awareness experiences to assure success in a realistic

cz-ee-, and Ilfe-style plan.

Adult
14 within career decisions as a self sufficient, happy citizen.

o



Gr,al Statemont:

Grade
Level

93.

-.E.E._OFENT OF THE DFCISION-MAING PROCESS

Goal Statements By Grade Level

Become aware of cause and effect in making decisions.

Be aware of the consequences of personal decision-making.

.zralyze alternatives to problems and be able to express them verbally
and in written,form.

3 Identify components of decision-making process.

4 Realize the need for goals in life-style decisions.

Apply decision-making process to school related problems.

6 ;pply --e decisloo-making process to home and social related problems.

7 lors and short range effects of different alternatives to
s;ecific :rotlems.

8 ::Diy tecis'cr-making process to study of careers.*

9 ?ra'.:e art reflne previous career decisions based on counseling','
Azr.. ef:r'ence and all availeole information.

1: Zeie-- a :ar--zer cluster for ir-deptr. analysis.

11 2rocse a 7e-tative career.

12 Ee a-are tnat career decisions are flexible at the expense of time,
ac ard money.

13 :cr--la-e plan for in-depth study of selected career clusters.

3ii resojrces to chosen career.



Goal

Grade

Level

94.

DEVELC7 '="T oP -Th.ICATIONAL AWARENESS

Goal Statements By Grade Level

Beware of roles in the home and slmilar roles in the school.

Lrtersteno tne similarities and differences between home roles
aTd school roles.

2 =e'a-e tas1c skill development to life roles Within the community.

3 '..-Pers-anc The similarities and differences between life roles and
!sarref 3k111s.

4 Ee :f individual strengths and weaknesses as related to peef.

5

7

rac the relationship between the role of the individual, his
e-,;-:--er7 and th- nples of selected adultg.

-he relationships between people and their effect on the
of tasks.

a-s ...nderstand values as they relate to life-style.

:-seent life-style and ccnditions determining that style.

:e-e--'-e a tentative personal schedule to acquire necessary and
ski1ls.

10 e7ecial skills needed for predicted or desired life-style.

..-aseae :-.1plement a personal plan to obtain the necessary or
special skills.

19 --e acs.Jisition of the necessary skills remaining for a chosen

13 1--s2-ate educational experiences with applied experiences in your
c-.:se- career.

Adult
14 Porr.....late future career options and perform within the'established

req.Jireents.



yta-t.e r C:vr-1,)LN:r: C CAREPR A'ARENESS

95.

Grade

Le. e I Goal Statements By Grade Level

Know the jobs of home members and school personnel.

Pelate hone and*school jobs to community functions.

2 Ga:n a krowledge of jobs necessary to maintain the community and
t^eir dependency on each other.

3 :or-pare local jobs to jobs in.general.

4 G-oup cl_ster jobs according to similarity of job performances.

5 :-ter.sard the impact of career clusters on Life-styles.

6 :_e abilities and skills required for varidus career clusters.

7 '..-:ers7e-d the relationships between attitudes and values and
career. ol.:sters.

8 tie relationships between interests and abilities and

9 Easa: .-gerstanding of interests, values and abilities, study
:...s-ers. Survey courses in career.olusters.

IC 7-e career clusters in Ipth,based on interest, values and
Gain planned work experience.

14 recessary abilities required in selected career.

12 =====,-=s abilities, interests and attitudes according to selected
oa-es- aro lie-style. Determine further requirements needed.

Adult
13 '-s.e';-e or redirect career knowledge or field through counseling and

or survey courses in career clusters.

Adult
14 Peassess career goals. Identify and understand life-styles as

related to advancement in career choice.

1 I G



GoTil ECONOPIC AWARCNESS

96.

Grade

'Level Goal Statements By Grade Level

Identify within the home un4t: What is available, needed, wanted,
luxury.

1 E ,war.',-; the exchangeoof goods ahd services.

2 _nterstand Tne money exchange system vs. the barter system. .

3 .:rtersterd our monetary system.

4 -rderstand the process of production and distribution of,goods
sarv:cs.

5

6

7

Ee a.ere of tne law of supply and demand.

.r:ers-aro that specialization creates an interdependent society.

tne concept of management of :finances (earning, spending,
savings).

8 economic potential as related to career clusters, i.e.,
of entarina a field to future expected income.

9 _= = = _ -ne Tools of Business: Read and interpret tables, graph's,
a-: ..sed as a consumer.

10 ie and financial consieration to career clusters in general.

.= a-d +he relationShip of legal and financial considerations to
e career cluster and personal and family matters.

12 .-:e-s-an: the financial and legal instruffients that govern and protect

Adult

13

Adult
,14

warder. Relate this to various.roles assumed ih the economy.

...-:e-s-anding and apply knowledge of economic responsibilities to
ce-ee- decisions.

Ee ao:e to project economic implications of career decisions to your

crosen fuTure life-style.

1 at-4s'
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Grade
Level

97.

r)F, SKItL AARENESS, BEGINNING COrPETEKCE

Goal Statements By Grade Level

Identify different tools for different careers.

Be aware that school is a job that requires mastery of basic skills
for success.

2 .-terstert the use of various communication tools and their effect
cn life-style and future career choice.

3 L-ter-ste,t tne use of additional tools and their effect on life-style
e-d f..1-u-e career choice.

4

5

8

9

10

12

Adult

13

Adult
14

L-cers-e-t a-d master the use of tools for measurement and extension
in simple machines.

Parn-ic:;e-s in and understand the processes of mass production..
cf serveral measurement tools.

'..n:e-s7e-d Tools and processes used IN research. Simple machines
ccrci-sc 7:: produce complex machinery.

_se of tools and processes used in reses-ch in the
s'cs. a-: social sciences. Understand use of tools in selected

-"cols found in career clusters.

'a-c- -,---==.c.ry skills and processes with selected career clusters.

;r.vidual abilities and interests with skills and processes
in career clusters.

2ee'cp skills ba'sic to the chosen career cluster.

-Las-er e, skills basic to chosen career cluster and develop skills
to a specific job.

Fu^cTion at acceptable ievels of competency as es4171ished by your
c'-csen career.

Kaster profitiency of the chosen career as established by certlfica-
tion iicense and/or required standards.
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roaI Statement- CE'''-'1..0Pr.771- ()* EFLOYABILITY SKILLS

Grade

Level Goal Statements By Grade Level

K Understand the need to share and cooperate to complete-tasks.

I Acquire the ability to develop rules with others, acCept direction
and take responsibility.

2 Icentify styles of interaction that contribute to individual
and group goals.

3 Understand how to resolve personal conflict between individual and
croup coals.

4 Participate in active groups in order to develop individual and
croup coels.

5 derstanc now to relate the school environment to society at large
and -me neer, for structure and order.

6 identit'y Tre individual's role in society and its effect on
increase: personal satisfaction and improved group achievement

7 -,..nc!ars-e-: -ne social and personal relationship and their effect on

=7:Icy-,e,-.

8.

9

17ela-e. ::-sone; and social in.'eraction ski Ils, to career clusters.

.nce-s'a:-: rhe skills necessary TO acquired, maintain and progress

10 2e/e!:: :ersonal and social inter-action skills related to in-depth
sy cf one caree- cluster.

11

12

Adult
13

Adult
14

2eve!:: employability skills necessary for the anticipated job.
=ia- a1ternatives for job placement.

Exolcre at least three alternatives for job placement through work
expe-;ence.

0emonstrate through pjanned work experiences knowledge of employ-

able skills.

Integrate all knowledoe and experiences into planned career.

*THE NATIONAL STANDARD CAREER EDUCATION MODEL was developed by EDUCATIONAL PRO-
PERTIES INCORPORATED, P. 0. Box DX, Irvine, California 92664

,
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MEM EDUCATION IN PRACTICE AT THE MEMTARY
SCHOOL LEVEL

Content

I. Educational Characteristics of Elementarz
School Children

A. Early Elementary: grades 1:2
1. Attention span increasing
2. Striving to accomplish skills

demanded by adults
3. Continued interest in the world

around him -- eager & curious
4. Developing greater imagination
5. Demands application of rules
6. Humor is developing, enjoys

incongruous situatiors, misfortunes
bf others, slapstick

7. Beginning sexual curiosity
8. Learning to whistle and other

motorskills
9. Continues to seek independence

fram adults
10. Continues to need warmth and

security in adult relationships

B. Middle Elementary: grades 3-4
1. Attention span longer, attaining

independence in reading skill,
may read with complete absorption

2. Wide variation in ability
and interest. Differences in
interests of boys and girls
axe MOW evident. By age 9
many activities are sex-typed.

3. Peer group acceptance becomes
increasingly important. Very
sensitive to criticism.

Seeking standards of right
and wrong, developing conscience

4. IS Mort able to cooperate and
work in groups

5. Interest in collections is high
6. Enjoys challenge of solving

pczzles and mysteries, likes
secret codes & languages

110
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7. Improved coordination
8. Expanding interest in others.

Deepencd interest in the past.

9. Seeks specific information to

answer his questions.

10. Ehjoys slapstidk humor in everyday

sitUations.

C. Later Elementary: grades 5-6

1. Rate of phsyldel development
varies widely: Girls about
two years ahead of boys in
development and reaching
puberty increasingly aware of

body changes

2. Understanding and accepting the

sex role is a developmental
task of this period. Girls

display interest in boys.

3. Sustained, intense interest
in specific activities

4 Increased understanding of the
chronology,of past events;
beginning sense of child's
place in time; able to see many
dimensions of a problem

5. Increased understanding of reality

makes possible projection
into the world of fantasy.

6. Fmnily relationships changing:
Highly critical of siblings,
By end of period may challenge

parents' authortty.

7. Increased emphasis upon peer
group and sense of belonging,
deliberate exclusion of others,
expressions of prejudice

8. Begins to have models other
than parents, may draw them

from TV, movies,-teachers,
and books; beginning interest
in future vocation

9. Awareness of self and seeking
identity, interest in feelings
of self and'others, search for
values, interest in world problems
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II. Ma or Vocational Develanment Theorists:

A. Eli Ginzberg
1. Fantasy periodup to 11 years

2. Tentative choice period
a. Interest stage -- choices

based an interests

b. Capacibies stage -- child
considers own capacities

c. Transition stage -- looking

forward to further education, etc.

B. Donald Super
1. Growth Stage: birth to 14

(Self-cmacept develops through
identification Idth key figures

in family ind schdol. Needs

and fantasy dominant. Interests

and capacity become more
important with increasing
social participation and
reality testing.)

2. Sub stages are:
a. Fantasy: 4-10 years

Needs axe dominant.
Role playing is important.

b. Interest: 11-12 years
Likes and dislikes are
major determinants of
aspirations.

C. Robert Mavighurst
1. Identification with worker: 5-10 years

a. Identification with
mother, father, significant
others

b. Working becomes part of

egc-ideal.

2. Acquirinabasic habits of

industry: 10-15 years
a. Learning to organize

time, energy, school work,

chores
b. Putting work ahead of plaY

in appropriate situations



Goals of Career Education in Elementary_School

A. Creating an awareness of the world of work

B. Exposure to the nature of techndlogy
and some of the occupations connected
with it

C. Introduction of emplogment -- related
experiences through tools, mechanical
devices, games, etc.

D. learning of simple problem-solving
techniques

IV. Role of the'Special Teacher in Career Education
in Elementary School

A. To provide career oriented exneriences

B. To develop an acceptance of responsibility
within the student

C. To develop an awareness of self Within
the student

D. To develop an understanding of the
dignity of work

E. To develop an awareness Of job roles
within the family and the community

F. To develop positive attitudes towards
work

G. To point out the meaning of handicaps
within the world of work

H. To help the student to understard
other people's attitudes toward
disabilities

I. To provide students with tools, %ad
techniques for circumvention of
handicaps

102.
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V. Students ShoUld: Gain During the Elementary

School Yea:rs

A. Becogmitionof workers in the school
and the comnunity

B. nowledge of variety and range of
oecupatimal skills

C. Alfility to differentiate job requirements

D. Awareness and knoWledge of the parents'
occupations

E. Ability to formulate questions to
interview people about their occupations

F. Become familiar with the values of
a work-oriented societ

G. Obtain a more balanced view of the world
of work and its relationihip to
school and life in general

H. To understand the meaning of handicaps
within the world of work

I. To understand other people's attitudes
toward disabilities

J. To sin tools and techniques for
circumvention of handicaps

VI. Special Concerns

A. Many elementary schools are criticized
for emphasizing vicarious instead of
direct experiences. This is especially
true in regard to vocational infor-
mation and experiences.

B. Good teadhers have been emphasizing
career implications of their subject
matter for years.



C. Many teachers who are not aware of the
career implications of thein subject
matter, lack experience in the world
of work,

D. Exposure to the world of woek of both
teachers and students is not aimed
at impoiing work values, but should
enlarge knowledge of variety of
existing forms of work values.

VII. Aids

A. Career education instructional materials
for the elementary level

B. In-service training to infuse career
education into a variety of subjects

C. Assistance from rpecialists who work
with class-room teadeers, e.g.
Special educatian, career education,
subject matter

VIII. Use of Aids

A. Suggestions of class activities

B. Suggestions of way material now
taught can be related to careers

C. Suggestion of lesson plans or kits of
materials far specific instruction .(e.g.
Occupacs)

/X. Approaches to Career Education

A. School-wide activities involving as
many teachers and students as possible
in career education activities (fairs,
career days, etc.)

B. Design, build, aperate various business
calling for skills learned in school

C. Use of parents
1. Studying parent's occupation
2. Parents share, knowledge of their work in class

Parents enlist community support
for career education 115

104:
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K. Use of prostheses

L. Special devices for enhancing nmactioning

M. typewriting

N. Shopp:Lng

O. Entertaining

P. Telephone behaviors

q. Correspondence

R. Street behavior

S. Use 9f public facilities

T. Use of community resources

U. Money management

V. Government relations (taxes,

social security)

W. Eating with utilities

X. Management of welfare and other
authorities

Y. Common rip-offs

Z. The Postage system ahd mail order

procedures

AA. Speech communicatiaa and conversation

BB. Repairs and how 'to obtain them

CC. The automobile mad taxicabs

DD. Vocation options and behaviors

EE. Union membership

Fr. Other work-related areas
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III. How Maldevelopment in Daily Skills Oomrs

A. Neglect at home and school

B. Experience deprivation

C. Lack of organized instructional
procedures

D. Sheltered living

E. Lack of role models

F. Self-initiated withdrawal

IV. Preventing Maldevelopment in the Daily

Living Area,

A. Parent education and parent Counseling

B. Preschool self-care programs

C. Planned educational experiences in
the daily living area

D. Establishment of life skills goals

for every grade

Reduced educational aud social
isolation of handimped children

F. Use of adequate children as rdle models

G. jleorientation of special educators

to broaden their emphasis on life

skills

V. Eencationaltzmizams

A. Periodic evaluations of daily

living skills

B. Prescription of learnirg cznarlelces
when children reveal maldevelopment
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C. Special individual remediation by
personnel trained in the daily living
skills area

D. Incorporation of daily living skills
into the exceptional child's curriculum

E. incorporation of daily living skills
into the thinking and planning of
career educators

F. Early involvement La the child's
education of rehabilitation personnel

G. Implementation of learning capacities
procedures

H. A daily living core, unit, or curriculum

VI. Career Education Issues in Dai y Living Skills

A. Normalization and efficiency

B. Subculture and the larger culture

C. The role of teachers as SDL specialists

.-, D. The home or the school as focus for
daily living skills instructicn

E. Inclusion or omission of sex, class
hatred, manipulative approaches
to the "system"

VII. Tremds in the Skills of Daily Living

A. Early involvement in habilitation
programming

B. InterdisciplinarySDL teams

C. Diminishing importance of conformity

D. Grade-by-grade curriculum with
oPportunities for Wide individualization

11 3



E. Changes in teachers education procedures

F. Use o handicapped persons in the program

G.. Early commitment to child self-direction

119
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Activity/Exercise:

Occupational information: Interview
4

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Occupations, and how to find out about them;

Home-based activities which promote career development.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Hands-on activities;
Role-playing;
Information gathering.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation in regard to the vast numbers of occupations and

where they occur as well as suggestions for methods of finding out about

occupations within the community. (15-2.0 minutes)

2. Parents will discuss various'occupations with a focus on where they

occur and specific job descriptions. A list of 100+ occupations will

be assembled. (20-30 minutes)

3. Parents will interview ea.:11 other seeking answers to the following

questions:
-What is your occupation?
-What do you do?
-Do you,like what you are doing?
-What's good (or-bad) about it? or What would you rather do?

-4Iow did you get where you are now?

-What can you picture yourself doing ten years from now?

(30 minutes)

3[1,

4. Debriefing by workshop,leaders shbuld target the following career concepts:

-Occupations and descriptions of activities;

- Amount of control individuals felt in regard to their careers;

-Ways jobs were found;

- Individual levels of aspirAion;
-Awareness of ways to advance; and

- Alternatives to finding out abbut careers.

(15 minutes)

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

1. Interview individuals in occupaticons other than one's own..

2. Handotfl: Occupations.

1 2 o



OCCIRATIONAL INFORMATION

Interview

I. Objective.

To demonstrate ways to find out about
occupations.

II. Wterials. Interview

III. Attivity

* A. Parents will bring k.lowledge of
three occupitions.

B. A list of all the occupations will be
asseMbled. (There should be more than 100.)

C. Occupations will be discussed.

IV. questions

A. Did the name of the occupation differ
from the activity described? .

E. Did most people interviewed thin1c
they were in charge of their careers?

C. Row did the interviewees find their jobs?

D. Mbat aeme72 to be Tw6t people's
levul of aspiration?

E. Did people seem to be aware of haw
to advance (career pmths?)?

F. Other ways to find out about occupations?

\



Please interview three individuals in

occupations other htan your own. Do not iatirview

colleagues or relatives. Be prepared to report at

ihe next workshop.

jalltims_to cover,during the interview.

1. What is your occupation? ,

2. What do you doT

3. Do you like what you are doingl

^

4. (Depending on response toiff3):
What's good about it? or What would you rather do?

5. How did you get where you are naw?

G. What can you pinture you:self doing tea
years from now?

0

.r 1



0 .:CUPATIONS

The United States Office of Education has tried to group the thoutands of
occupations which exist into a manageable ani useable framework by ideltify-
ing fifteen occupational clusters.

/rilBus--
iness &

'Resourc

,-

(

Business

.. &

Office

USOE OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS.

Health__

"-------\
../ \
/Communicat-;

ion &
1,1edia

113.

Hospitalit
& Recreat-

ion

Public
Service

Envirom.
ment

Manufact-
uring

\- ///

Personal
Service

onstruct-
ion

Marketing
& Distrib-
ution

Below are some of the occupations each cluster contains:

Consumer
Homemak-

ing & relat
ed occup-.

ions

1..Agri-business and natural resource occupations
Examples: Forestry, land and water management, fisheries and wildlife, mining

and quarryingo,etroleum and related products.

.2 e

2. Businpelsess7sdeoffcretice ocscutpenatoions.4pher

, general office clerk, office machine operator,
office manager and officil

3. Commnications and media occupations.

_ xnp.1.2.11. Publishing, photographic repro4Istion, broadcasting, telephone, telegraph:

4. Consumer and homemaking and related occupations.. . r

Examples: Food service industry, clothing, apparel and textile industry, child care,
guidance and teaching, housold maintenance services; family and .
community services and.housing f-esizn.

5. Construction occupations. 4

ExamPles: Contracting, interior'designinz, grounds maintenance, installation.

\.
123 ,
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Occupations

6. Environment occupations
Examples: SoLl and mineral conservation and control, space and athmospheric

monitoring and control, air pollution abatement and control, en-
vironmental health services, ornamental hofticulture, noise abatement
and contmol, rorest ranze and wildlife conservation and control.

7. Fine arts and humanities occupations -

Examoles: Performing arts and design, performing arts production, creative writing.

8. Health occunations
Examcles: Medical library, science, health maintenamme, pediatric care and

services, mental health maintenance, medical care.

9. Hospitality and recreition occupations.
ca.mn1.es: Recreation planning, tourism and. recreation promotion, group travel

services and leisure consumerism programs.

10. Manufacturing occupations.
Examples: Model development, foundry operations, machine operations, neterial

handling, recycling operations.

11. Marine scienee occupations
Examples: Marine animal (zoological) research, boat and vessel operation,

shipboard product sorting.

12. Marketing and distribution occutations.
Examples: Wholesale trade, direct selling, exporting, retail trade, purchasing,

shipping, delivery.

13. Personal service occupations.
Examples: Mapsage and related services, analyzing and counseling on weight

problems, hair styling, mortuary services.

14. PUblic service occupations.
Examples: Coordinating public housing, handling birth, marriage and death records,

customs inspection and law enforcement.

15. Transportation occupations.
Examnles: Vehicle operation; freight service, commercial aviator, marine

piloting.



Activity/Exercise:

Occupational Information: Practice in appraising occupational
literature.

115.

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Setting up a library of occupational literature and training opportunities.

Strategy employe& in activity/exercise:

Information gathering, activity groups.

Plan and time schedulafor workshop in which acttvity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation in regard to kinds of occupational literature
that are available, where they can be found, and means of appraising
occupational literature. (15-20 minutes)

2. Parents meet in small groups to review occupational pamphlets and to
generate decisions about the relevance of pamphlets to career needs of
the handicapped. (30 minutes)

3. Debriefing: Through total-group discussion, guidelines for appraising
occupational literature in relation to the career needs of the handi-
capped are generated. (15 minutes)

4. Closure:, Parents' conclusions - as indicated in debriefing - are restated,
synthesized, and copied for future dissemination to parents. (10

minutes)

Companion or follow-up_malerials to activity/exercise (if any).:

1. Handout: Appraising Occupational Literature.

2. During next workshop use the exercise, "How would you set up a library
of occupational literature and training opportunities?"



APPRAISING

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

Workshop Activity

I. D-b-Teetive

Practice in appraising occupational literature.

II. Materials
4.

A. Guide to appraising occupa#onal literature.

B. Various occupationalpamphlets.

Activity

A. Parents will evaluate materials according

, to guidelines.

B. Parents will indicate relevance of materials
to career needs of the handicapped.

IV. Questions to be discussed

A. If pamphlet is to be used, how will it be

used?

B. If pamphlet is to be discarded, what are the
reasons for doing so?

V. If there is sufficient time, proceed to activities:

A. How would on conduct a survey of local
occupational opportunities?

B. How would one set up a placement service
for students?



APPRAISING OCCUPATICiia LITERATURE

N.Y., 1967)

In appraising occupational literature the reader will do well to

memorize and to always ask himself at least five questions:

WHEN? WHERE? WHO? WH747 BEW?

vEmn was the bodk published? Examine the copyright date of the

books! Occupational backs andpesphlets that are obsolete

should be burned or sold es scrap paper. /n appraising

any publication the user shmild consider how rapid is

the rate of chaage in the kind af information he seeks.

WHERE? All original occupational research has soma kind.of geo-

graphical limitation. It may cover ccnditians in me

company, one city, ondstate or one nation. Careful

appraisal therefore requires careful scrutiny of the

evidence upon which the author has based his statements.

WHO? Appraikithe quality of authorship. In general, the best,

material is that written 'by pmrsons whose full-time jot

is occupational research.

WWil Some occupational literature is written ftr the purpose of

recruiting, some for the purpose of entertainment. It

is often biased, emphsizing attractions, omittIng slight

disadvantages and sometimes intentionally conveying a

false impression regarding opportunities, requirements or

rewards. A few occupational articles are written for the

express purpcee of discouraging compotition.

Ear? This question applies bath to hvw the facts are collected

and how they are presented. "questionnaire research hes

been described as a method of summarizing ignorance."

Mach occupational information has been collected by

questionnaire. Some occupational literature is based

solely on library research. It is as gcod or as bad as

the original studies which the author consulted. By

inquiring about, and by carefully not$mg how the

information for any pUblication was collected, the user

can sometimes get a mush clearer idea of its probable

accuracy.
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Attivity/Exercise:

How would you set up a library of occupational literature
and training opportunities.

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Setting up A library of occupational literature and training opportunities.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Activity groups, brainstorming.

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff leader reviews previous workshop in which guidelines were
formulated for appraising occupational literature. (10 minutes)

2. Parents form small grOups. Using worksheet as guideline, groups
brainstorm regarding procedures for setting up a library of
occupational literature and training'opportunities as well as choice of

material for inclusion in library. (40 minutes)

3. Debriefing: Have small groups share ideas. Leader will extrapolate
guidelines for setting up the library. Discuss in what way needs of
the handicapped wire considered in regard- to choice of materials.
(20 minutes)

Com anion or follow-u materials to activit /exercise (if an

1. Handout: Octupational Information.

2. Parents set up a library of occupational literature and training
opportunities within the school.
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YCU SET UP A LIBRARY OF CCM-PATIO= LITEPAiTIRE AID

ThI OPMFTMTIEST

A. You have $75.-. What uould you Ourchase for the librarj?

B. Where' would you get free materials?

List resources: 1.

2.

3.

4.

C. How would you ar:ange the materials for easy access? (e.g. Alphabetically,'

according to subject matter,according to induvtry, etc.)

D. What - if any - literature ontraining would you include?



OCCUPATIONAL INK)BMAT/ON
Content

I. yleascOcmaticLnal Information
in Career Education

A. To familiarize student with the
world of, lurk

B. To encourage curiosity

C. To extend occupational horizons of
students

1). To encourage formulation of positive
attitudes toward work

E. To help with decision making for
fxture training or job

II. Nisnpomer Information

(Occupational patterns and trends:
current and ambicipated)

A. Distribution of manpower
1. Goods producing
2. Service prodading

B. Changes in
1. Life'expectancy (occupational)
2. Number of years spent in labor force
3. Pre- and post-work life

C. Ehployment and Unemployment
Job information on:

1. 'Special groups: women, minority
groups, etc.

2. Skills and crafts: in demand & dbsolete
3. Changing jobs, careers
4. Summer jobs
5. Local conditions

D. Nature of work
1. Work environment
2. Physical demands

130
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3. Aptitudes
4. Interests
5. Tools & evipment
6. Legal requirements
7. Unions
8. Discrimination
9. Preparation'& method of entry

10. Apprenticeship
11. Lemmings and advancement
12. NUmber and distribution of

workers

E. Occupational Information is only
a stimulus. Knowledge of aptitudes,
strengths, needs, interests,values,
likes, fears is essential.

III. Sources of Occupational Information
(Delivery Systems)

A. People and institutions
1. School and college placement

officers
2. Employment services: private

and pnblic
3. Chamber of Commerce
4. Personnel directors
5. Labor unims
6. Government bureaus
7. School alumnae
8. Educational publishers

B. Literature
1. When pdblished (consider rate

of change)
2. where vublirhed (geographical

limitations)
3. Who published it
4. Why was it written?
5. Row mere the facts collected?

C. Other
1. Plant visits
2. Audio-visual materials
3. Role playing
4. Iftek experience

1 31
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IV. Administrative & Operational Aspects

A. How to build a library:
1. With a budget
2. Without money

a. Free literature
b. Clippings
c. Directories
d. Review copies

B. Classification and filing of literature
1. Alphabetical files
2. D.O.T. (job families)

C. Classifying jobs
1. According to activities
2. According to fUnction
3. According to product
4. According to employer
5. According to school subdects

which have bearing
6. AccorelLg to interests

a. Measured
b. Expressed

7. According to clusters

D. Characteristics of a good filing system
1. Provids a safe place for materials
2. Has only one designated location

for each item
3. Is easy to use
4 Brings together as many materials

as possitac on any industry and
employtr

5. Is expandable
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Activity/Exercise:

How to construct and execute a survey of local occupational opportunities.

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Conducting a local occupational 'survey of 'your community.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Activity groups, brainstorming.

Plan and time schedule for worksho in which activit /exercise is emplo ed:

1. Staff presentation in which methods for ideatifying potential sources
of employment opportunities for handicapped individuals within the

, community are suggested. Emphasis is given to distinguishing between
surveying opportunities and actual job placement. (15-20 minutes)

2. Parents participate in brainstorming, session in order to generate list of
strategies for surveying and identifying occupational opportunities
within the community. Specific job skills related to community job
opportunities are recognized and discussed. (30 minutes)

3. Workshop leader and/or parent assumes role of parent engaged in interview-
ing prospective employer in.regard to employment opportunities fOr the
handicapped within his/her firm. It is suggested that interviewer's
questions proceed from general to specific. Parents are encouraged to
react to role playing situation and to suggest ways in which the inter-
view process can be facilitated. (20 minutes)

4. Meeting is bro4ht to closure with leader restating and synthesizing
salient points stated by parents in regard to identifying community
sources of employment. The importance of parent advocacy in relationship
to employment of the handicapped is stressed. (15 minutes)

,,,
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HOW TO CONTRUCT AM EXECUTE A SURVEY OF LOCAL

. OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

A. List the steps necessary:

1. What kinds of information do you need?

i

2. Who woad Obtain it?

e

3- -
How wc?uld you. proceed to j3et it?

B. Where and how would. the information be

1. disse4tinated?

2. used?

3, st bred?

1 `).1lO 1
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Activity/Exercise:

Setting up a job placement service for students

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Occupations, and how to find out about them;
Advocacy for the handicapped;
Conducting a local occupational survey of the community; and
Setting up a placement office.

Strrateg eaL_1E3Azed in actiaLy_.t/e) _cercise:

Information gathering;
Activity groups;
Brainstorming.

Plan and tima schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentation on considerations in setting up a job placement
service for handicapped students. Issues to be discussed include:

Location;

Staffing;

Methods of finding jobs:
Methods of referring student; and
Evaluations of student-job match.
(15-20 minutes)

. 4

2. Parents meet in small groups to discuss issues and arrive at conclusions
individually as well as in groups. (20-30 minutes)

3. Debriefing in which parents state their conclusions and relate the
relevant issues they identified in regard tOsetting up a placement
service for handicapped youngsters. (15 minutes)

4. Workshop leader restates parents' conclusions and/or suggestions and
synthesises their findings for.the group. A list of key components for
setting up a placement office is suggested. (15 minutes)

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (ifany):

1. Voiunteeri-solicited from group o staff job placement service
_

within school.

2. Handout: How to.Gather Community-Based Resources for Career Education.
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}iv WOULD' YOU SET UP A JOB PLACE:Z7 SERVICE FOR STUDENTS?

A. Where would you se. it up (include location and space'needs)

B. 7.4ho would man it?,(include people, times, etc.)

C. Row wcald you get referrals?
,nor

1. of jobs?

2. of students?

D. Can yod devise a way to e7aluate job opportunities to obtain a

good matcb' of student and job?



HOW TO GATHER COMMUNITY-BASED mamas FOR CAREER EDUCATION

I. WP2RE Do You Find the Resources?

1. Start with Yourfriends.
Most of them have held more than one job. Consequently they have

knowledge about more than-one'occupation.

2. Use the Parent Associition of your school.
Y6ur school's Parent Association is-a very usefUl mechanism for soliciting,
career education resources.

'1a. Contact the Association President and explain the nature and purpose

of your career program.-

127.

b. Explain the valuable role to be played by the Association and by community
resources and enlist the President's support.

c. Ask him/her to contact the Association mmmbershdp to develop a list
of available resource people.

d. Tbree ways to contact Association membership:
i. Letter tram President ar Principal.

ii. One-to-one contact; Ask the,Association President if a group or .

members of a stending committee could personally contact
other mmmbers to enlist their suppor,t,,:,,,

4

.iii. Call a mteting. At tht Associa9#41 meeting:ask the President
to explain the need for parentinvolvenient in the program,
you mxmmarize the program goale-ami then ask people if they
would sign up to serve as a rebource,.

3. Survey other parents. By starting with them you are including your 'immediate
community clients Ln ymir career education program.

4. Contact cammunity-based organizations.
There exists withdn each community a number of organizations (union, block
associations, fraternal orders, civic groups, profelsional organizations)

which can be contacted.

a. Develop a list of such organizations from the Yellow Pages or other
Directories. This list might include the flotary or Kiwanis Clubs,
the local school and planning boards, the trade and professional
local union headquarters, the Chamber of Canmerce.

b. Mail a letter to each explaining your goals and purposes. Outline the

kind of important contribution they can make.

c. Within 4 week, follow up the letter with a telephone call, asking
for a meetingwith one of the group's representatives.

d. At the meeting talk about the specific things that particular group
can do to assist the student and the school.

e. Ask the representatives for the names, addresses, phone numbers of
prospective resources.

f. Try to get the representatives tomgree to solicit support, if not,
mail letters to each prospect. 1 97

g. It may be necessary to telephone people if there is little mail response.
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5. Additional resources
Even after you have gone through all of the above steps, there still

exists within each community a large reservoir of resources you have

not tapped.

128.

a. Use the Yellow Pages. An advantage in using the Yellow Pages is the
arrangement by career area. Other-specialized directories are:

i. Professional Directories, available ia the Public Library.

ii. The Black Peeps, a classified shopping directory of Black-owned._
and operated businesses ia Metropolitan New York.

iii. Church membership lists.

iv. Rospitalser community health services directories.

b. Walk the neighborhood. By walking around and observing the various stores,
and checking the various directories in office &ad factory, buildings, you

, can develop a'list of prime contacts.

II. WHAT Iaformatioh-Do You Neei'to KnowAbout a Frosiective Resource?

1: Exactly what kind of wrk does he/she do?

a. Where is it done? What is the setting?,

b. Haw does one get started doing

c. Where can one find more iaformation about the particular industry?

2. /s he/she willing to speak to individual students or a class of students?

3. Is he/she willing to host a visit to the place of employment?

4. Will it be possible for her/him to hire one or more handicapped students,
a. part-time?

b. summers?

c. for a regular job?

5. Special requirements:

a. what age student can/cannot visit?

b. how many students can use the resource?

c. are safety precautions necessary in the place of employment?
What are they?

128
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CO

III. HOW Do You Use the Resaurces?

PLEASE REMESER THAT AFTER YOU HAVE GONE TO THE TROUBLE OF GATHERING TP2SE

RESOURCES, AND THE PRIVATE INDIV/DUALS HAVE AGREED-TO PARTICIPATE, YOU

MUST USE THEM.

1. Thank those who responded.

2. Transfer the information to an index card directory and file

by careers. .

3. Advertise the location of the directory, so that others can make

use of it.

4. START INCORMATING THE RESOURCES INTO YOUR PROGRAM.

129
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Activity/Exercise:

The problem of a potential employer

Topic to which activity/exercise is related:

Occupations, and how to find,out about them;
Advocacy for the handicapped; and
Conducting a local occupational zurvey of your community.

Strategy employed in activity/exercise:

Role-playing; .

Information gathering; and
Decision -making/problem-solving activities. O

Plan and time schedule for workshop in which activity/exercise is employed:

1. Staff presentationon, critical issues relevant to-finding appropriate,
employment for the handicapped. (15-20 minutes)

2. Role playing activity in which parents assuthe positions of committee
members in order to argue merits, or lack of, in regard:to job placement
of handicapped youngsters, as described in activity. (20-30 minutes).

3. Debriefing in which parents state their conclusions and describe Problene-
solving process as it relates to a specific case, as Inn as its
generalizability to issues related to employMent of the'handicapped
(30 minutes)

4. Closure is brought to workshop with leader restating and synthesizing
views of parents in regard to the case study and employment of the
handicapped. Suggestions of guidelines for parents and/or other
advocates in seeking employment opportunities can be generated.
(15 minutes)

Companion or follow-up materials to activity/exercise (if any):

140
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ALTERNATIVES TO COMPETITIVE EMPLOYMENT Dr. H. Rusalem

The Problem of a Potential Employer

-------------- _________.

You are working with a group of secondary school students who will be

needing jobs within the next month or two. These individuals are all

severetr disabled, many with multiple problems and ail with learning

limitations. It is unlikely that more than a fraction of them will find

jobs in competitive industry or will be placed there by the achool and

rehabilitation personnel serving them. The situation is further complica-

ted by an unemployment rate in your area of some 9 to 10%, indicating that

yrur s verely disabled students will be competingfor employment with

large aumbers of non-disabled unemployed workers.

During the course of your surveys of community employment possibilities
for your student caseload, you find'in employer who accepts small asseMbly

jobs and packaging operations from other firmS.in the,00mmunity. Tbis

employer operates out.of a small plant in your town that is easily accessi-

ble to Pablic transportation. In some instances, this employer will men
send a minibus to pidk up some'workers at their homes and return them tbere
at the end of the day. This employer offers to hire ten of your students
in hissfactory if your school can properly prepare them for their job talks.

You check at the.school and find that everyone concerned is willing to
prepare these students properly. Indeed, you.discover that someone in the

community is willing to share the workers' wages during the initial break-in
period, thus conserving employer funds while students are adaptimg to tbe

job. This will be done to encourage the employer even further.

You make an extend/visit to the employer's plant and emerge with the
following findings:

- - This employer pays an average wage of $.85 an hour. The minimum

wage in your community is $2.50 an hour.
-- There is virtually no chance of any.of your students ever advancing

to more responsible positions in this company.

- - The plant is not well organized, does not have up-to-date machinery,

lacks engineering know-how, and is quite inefficient.

- - The employer is inclined to look upon severely disabled persons in
his employ as "charity" cases rather than fall employees.

-- Employees in this plant do not belong to a union and are not en-

couraged to organize.
- - The plant has occasional lay-offt when work is not available. than-

ployment benefits are provided by the State in these instances but
they do not constitute a "living wage".

- - There is no pension system at this plant.
- - If a worker in this plant has a problem on the job, the employer

is inclined to be tolerant and even to use professional workers'
services to help the worker overcome these problems.

- - The jobs on which your students would be placed are simple and re-

petitive. There is little likelihood that your students will
learn much in this plant that will be of help to them in subse-

quent employment.
-- Once disabled workers enter this firm, they tend to remain there

over the years.
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-- The firm provides minima/benefits for its workers. For example,

it offers two weeks vacation a year and only $1,000 of free life

insurance..
-- The disabled people who are now working in this plant seem to be

a dispirited lot. Many are Eopelessly trapped iii-deibs ihIE
they don't enjoy at wages that are well below community averages.

-- But, this firm will employyour severely disabled students when
other firas will not.

You decide to present these facts to a sdhool committee set up to guide you
iWvocational programming for your students. Various committee meMbers pre-
sent the following different viewpoints:

-- This employer is substandard. po not place students with him:.

-- Place as many students as possible with this employer. You have

no alternative.
-- Offer your services to the employer to upgrade working conditions

at his plant so that they will meet community standarels.
-- Notify Federal and State Wages and HOurs officials about the &Lib-

standard conditions you have found..
-- Let the student and his family know about the conditions at this

plant and let them decide whether to accept employment there.
-- Realize that "beggard can't be choosers" and accept the substandard

conditions as being betier than nothing.
-- Recognize that by offering opportunities to your students, this

employer is attempting to profit from their ndsery by offering
them lower wages and poor conditions since "he has them at his
mercy"...

-- Beware that in placing students there, the schools would, in
effect, be subsidizing a substandard employer, giving him unfair
advantage aver other eaployers.

After much discussion, the members of your Coamittee turn to you and ask
you for your recommendation. Answer the following questions:

1. How many students would y= place with this employer?
2. Give the reasons for your decisions.
3. What is the best way of &voiding poor community relations and

&voiding community criticism in this situation?
4. What are your responsibilities as a law-abiding citizen in this

matter?
5. How would you handle the parents in this situation?
6. What measures could you take to maintain good relations with the

business community?
7. How would you involve rehabilitation agencies in the situation?

14 2
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